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Editorial Statement
This is the first time that an entire issue of The Bridge has
been devoted to one article.

Danes in Chicago was originally written as a Master's thesis
for a degree in history at Northwestern University. When it
first came to our attention in 1980, we considered several
alternatives for publishing it, and ultimately decided on the
present form.
By so doing, we preserve the cohesiveness of the original
thesis, and avoid the problem of serializing the article. We
believe that the excellent quality of the article warrants
publication in a single issue.
As a matter of general policy, however, we do not intend to
change our normal practice of publishing several shorter
articles in each issue of The Bridge.
* ** **
The maps on page 41 and 45 are provided courtesy of the
Newberry Library, Chicago.
*****

Philip S. Friedman holds a B.A. degree in Arnerican Studies
and a M.A. in History from Northwestern University in
Evanston, Illinois. His article in this issue of The Bridge is a
revised version of his master's thesis. He currently develops
real estate and practices law in Chicago.

American Publishing Company, Inc .
Askov, Minnesota 55704
Telephone (612) 838-3119
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The Danish Community of Chicago
by PHILIPS. FRIEDMAN
INTRODUCTION
Although millions accepted the challenge of immigrating to America, that choice required extraordinary courage.
Even the initial task of leaving the homeland and traveling to
America often took on mythical proportions. Prior to the
journey, the immigrant needed to settle his affairs, selling for
cash the possessions which could be sold. Having decided to
emigrate to the New World, he did not expect to make the
long return trip for many years. 1 After gathering a few essential provisions and saying goodbye to his old home, the
immigrant and his family boarded a ship for the two-week
voyage. Every ship experienced uncertain weather. Countless passengers were threatened by unsanitary conditions,
unhealthy food, and even unsafe ships. Many immigrants
recorded the same thoughts on reaching America: relief that
they survived the crossing, cautious hope that the worst was
over, and jubilation about the new land before them.
Unfortunately,
difficult and painful times often
followed the arrival. For most Danes, the next step was to
travel to the Midwest by railroad and wagon. The trip from
New York to Chicago might take twenty-four grueling
hours. Those going further often found that there ·was
neither a railroad nor an improved road to their final
destination.
After reaching their new home by whatever means, the
immigrants found that numerous old world amenities had
not yet reached the undeveloped Midwest. Farm machinery
was always scarce and spare parts often impossible to find.
Where they lacked immediate shelter, new arrivals often
settled for improvised homes of wood, stone, clay, or even
mud. The immigrants frequently were most disturbed by the
-5-

extreme loneliness of living in a sparsely populated area,
often devoid of community life. In addition to missing old
friends, immigrants longed for the familiar social institutions
of the homeland: the pubs, inns, and markets, for example.
The immigrants thus received a stern welcome to the
New World. But with their physical survival so intimately
tied to America, they could only accept their new home and
attempt to adjust. Their most pressing concerns were to find
work and learn the language, two tasks which would
provide the time and the ability to participate actively in
American cultural life. They demonstrated their integration
by embracing a church and taking part in its religious and
cultural programs; by joining interest groups; and by educating their children in American schools.
The interaction of the immigrant and America created
ethnic Americans and ethnic neighborhoods;
neither
European nor American, they were a stopping place between
the two. 2 From that vantage point, ethnic Americans could
look backward to their heritage, or forward to the American
society of which their descendants would be a part. Dorothy
Skaardal claimed that these Scandinavian communities
served as largely transitional institutions, bound to die once
their members had assimilated sufficiently. 3 Humbert Nelli
viewed ethnic neighborhoods as agents of americanization.
They were the staging grounds where immigrants adjusted
themselves and their old culture to the demands of American
life. Nelli agreed that these settlements served a transitional,
temporary function. 4
Many ethnic Americans refused to view their neighborhoods in those terms. They felt that life in America was a
practical necessity, but their hearts remained in the mother
country. 5 Often they believed that too much contact with
American culture would eventuate in the destruction of
important old world traditions, which the immigrant should
preserve instead. 6 Some groups successfully perpetuated
their European culture, particularly when these attempts
were bolstered by geographical isolation or religious nonconformism.
Dr. Skaardal was generally accurate, however, in
-6-

predicting the early demise of Danish-American settlements.
The Danes raced through the transitional stage at a breakneck pace, stopping for only a generation in most ethnic
communities. In order to gain acceptance in American
society, they emphasized the importance of learning
English. 7 Only with a knowledge of the language could they
get good jobs and provide their children with the best
opportunities in America. 8 The Danes therefore supported
public education, showing little concern about whether these
schools would teach Danish. 9 Many Danish-Americans even
stopped speaking Danish among themselves, hoping to
accelerate their americanization. 10
The Danes underscored
their desire to become
Americans by withholding support from most DanishAmerican organizations. For example, Danish-American
newspapers have fared poorly relative to other groups, even
though Denmark has traditionally led the world in newspaper circulation per capita. 11 Danish weekly newspapers
generally disappeared quickly. Not a single daily publication
appeared in America. 12 Danish fraternal organizations never
attracted much interest, either. The largest, The Danish
Brotherhood, had a peak membership in 1917 of only 21,000
immigrants and descendants, when immigrants alone
numbered about two hundred thousand. 13 Danish churches
had a similarly small impact in America. Only about ten
percent of the Danes joined either of the two Danish church
groups. Both of them adopted the internal structure of
American churches. The larger, the United Danish Lutheran
Church, minimized the importance of preserving Danish culture as an element of the Danish religious heritage. 14 Thus
churches influenced less than five percent of the Danes to
retain something of the homeland.
Danish-American
historian John Bille concluded that the immigrants showed a
peculiar indifference to Danish traditions. 15
The relative weakness of Danish-American institutions
was fundamentally related to the rapid americanization
which the Danes underwent. Their successful assimilation
was recognized by contemporaries who supported and
opposed the trend. 16 In a study of immigrants employed in
-7-

mining and manufacturing, the United States Immigration
Commission found that ninety-seven percent of the Danes
spoke English, more than any other nationality. 17 We will
see that they were equally successful at adapting themselves
occupationally and socially, at least in Chicago. This rapid
americanization contributed to the swift disintegration of the
Danish community of Chicago.
There are certainly sharp contrasts between the obvious
difficulties commonly faced by immigrants and the apparent
ease with which the Danes handled these problems. Was the
transition really as smooth as it appeared? In order to answer
this question, we will consider the expectations of Danish
immigrants, the realities they found in America, and their
adjustment to their new home.
In addition to the impact of American society, Danish
urban neighborhoods were obviously influenced by the
evolution of the surrounding city . 18 It is therefore necessary
to focus on Chicago's development in order to understand
how the city contributed to the relatively early demise of
Chicago's Danish settlements. By viewing the Danish community in the context of Chicago, we hope to interpret the
relationship between americanization and urban ethnic
group consciousness. Why did the Danes americanize so
quickly? How was it reflected in the evolution of their
neighborhoods and institutions? Finally, how did americanization affect the survival of the Danish community itself?
Chicago represents a unique opportunity to examine the
relationship between the Scandinavian immigrant and the
American city. Of America's largest cities, only Chicago had
a significant Scandinavian population. The city harbored
more Danes and more Swedes than any place outside of the
homeland. 19 While the Chicago Swedes have been studied at
length, little has been written about the Danes. Surely no
portrait of the Danish-American could be complete without
an analysis of the largest Danish settlement, which included
about ten percent of all immigrant Danes. 20 When compared
with the more common studies of rural Danes, this discussion could generate important inferences about the differing
immigrant experiences in urban and rural America.
-8-
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CHAPTER I

Emigration and Immigration
The description of an immigrant group begins in the
place of origin, where thousands of individuals chose to
abandon their old homes and build new lives in America. In
the mid-nineteenth century, this decision required agonizing
deliberation by people who knew little about America. Few
had traveled abroad. Few had American relatives to provide
first-hand accounts of life in the New World.
Yet between 1840 and 1930, roughly thirty-seven
million people came to the United States. Most of them
emigrated from Europe, rejecting the familiar society that
had held their families for generations. Recognition of the
powerful arguments against emigration leads the historian to
search for even stronger forces, which could have produced
such dramatic movements of people. Emigrants and contemporary observers believed that most came to escape
tyranny and reach political freedom in America. The careers
of Carl Schurz and Louis Pio were two graphic examples
which seemed to support this claim. 1 But the preponderance
of evidence refuted this apparent truth. Immigration did not
peak in Europe's most turbulent years, the late 1840s. Even
during periods of unrest, immigrants generally came from
the quiet countryside, not from the smouldering cities. While
political motivations accounted for some of the German
"Forty-eighters." 2 and many of the Danish South Jutlanders, 3 they represented but a few thousand out of thirtyseven million.
Another common explanation was that immigrants
came to escape religious persecution. Such myths as the
story of the Pilgrims established the United States as the
refuge for endangered religious minorities.
Religious
dissenters
streamed
into
America
throughout
the
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seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries. During
the last half of the nineteenth century, Mormons, Jews,
Baptists, Adventists and Methodists immigrated. But like the
political emigres, the religious refugees constituted only a
few visible arrivals, and not the great mass of immigrants. 4
Virtually all of the Italian immigrants belonged to the
established Catholic church and retained their religious
loyalties after settling in America. Swedish, Danish, and
Prussian immigrants remained as Lutheran as their former
monarchs. Thus we must look beyond politics and religion
for the impulses generating mass immigration.
In searching for the source of the sudden flood of
immigrants, historians focused on the mid-nineteenth
century, the period of the sudden change. By the 1840s and
1850s, technological developments had generated rapid and
inexpensive transportation. Simultaneously liberalism began
to influence European politics. Governments refused to
prevent emigration, viewing it as the inherent right of free
people. 5 Because of technological change and the effect of
liberalism, it was suddenly possible and allowable for large
numbers of dissatisfied people to consider emigration. Never
before had the means been so readily available.
Once it became physically feasible, economic factors on
both sides of the ocean motivated Europeans to immigrate. 6
Socio-economic dislocations in nineteenth century Europe
undermined the security and stability of peasant life. The
Agricultural Revolution brought an end to communal cultivation and a weakening of traditional landlord-tenant relationships. 7 During this period of uncertainty, more food was
needed to keep pace with Western Europe's unprecedented
population growth. Between 1800 and 1840, for example,
England's population grew seventy-nine percent; Ireland's
gained fifty-eight percent; Norway's expanded fifty percent;
and Denmark's grew thirty-nine percent.
These internal transformations sparked the crisis, but its
effect was compounded by the end of the American Civil
War in 1865. The cessation of hostilities not only closed a
lucrative market for European grain, it allowed the Americans to put away their rifles and settle the Midwest. Aided
-12-

by the new railroads, they cultivated millions of acres of
virgin soil. This resulted in a huge grain surplus which a few
million Americans could not possibly absorb. Instead it was
shipped across the Atlantic Ocean, flooding European grain
markets. 8 Simultaneously Europe confronted new grain
supplies from Russia, Argentina, and Canada. 9 European
farms, which generally consisted of ten to thirty overworked acres, simply could not compete with the plentiful
land of Russia, Argentina, Canada and especially the United
States.
With commodity prices falling precipitously, farmers
were left with little cash for paying mortgages or hiring
laborers. As a result, there was a drastic decline in demand
for rural laborers and the wages paid to them. 10 Denmark
commonly suffered an unemployment level of forty percent
to fifty percent throughout the 1870s. 11 In the 1870s and
1880s, real wages were several times as high in the United
States as in Denmark. 12 With low wages and infrequent
work, most laborers found it impossible to save the funds
necessary for buying land. 13 Often there was no land available, anyway. 14 This was the general state of European
agriculture in the mid-nineteenth century. Such periodic
calamities as the Irish potato famine of the 1840s and the
Swedish famine of the 1860s only dramatized the impact of
the farm crisis on European peasant life. 15
Aside from the declining level of income, peasants
resented the economic restrictions which plagued everyday
life. In her history of Scandinavian-American literature,
Dorothy Burton Skaardal demonstrated that the DanishAmerican authors continually bemoaned their inability to
buy land in the old country. They found it impossible to
improve their economic position short of immigrating to
America. 16 Early in his novel about a Chicago Dane, Enok
Mortensen captured the immigrant's resentment toward
Denmark, in contrast to his appreciation for his new home:
In the Old Country all was arranged and insured ...
Sons walked in their father's tracks, but as a rule
never went further. . . Here in America was the opportunity, which always tempted and spurred on, always
-13-

excited one's mind, always pushed with feverish tension.17
Immigrants longed for some control over their own destiny:
"The freedom to buy, sell, and bargain, to work or loaf, to
become rich or poor."18
While religious or political issues affected only a few
and generated a trickle of immigrants, these economic
hardships threatened most Europeans who were embodied in
the peasantry. Only a force that victimized such a large
group could account for mass immigration. These European
occurrences determined the particular sources of emigration
to America.
As Enok Mortensen' s novel indicated, the United States
was apparently the ideal home for dissatisfied Europeans.
First, midwestern farmland was plentiful and cheap by
European standards. 19 Second, American settlers were less
encumbered with restrictions imposed by landlords, guilds,
and governments. 20 Third, real wages were significantly
higher in America. 21 Fourth, Americans seemed to have
more respect for a man who worked hard; they were tolerant
enough to accept a manual worker who became a businessman and rose socially. 22 These economic arguments seemed
to strengthen through the years. For most of the half century
after 1840, the American economy seemed to grow stronger
and more important, while the European countries appeared
to weaken before the American competition. 23
But even when there were bad times in America, potential immigrants were attracted by the promise of land. 24
After the passage of the Homestead Act of 1862, millions of
pamphlets were distributed in Europe to spread the news 25
- any adult could claim one hundred and sixty acres of
virgin Midwestern farmland, knowing that he would own it
debt-free after five years of labor. The sheer size of his new
farm was cause for amazement to an immigrant familiar with
Danish farms of fifteen or twenty acres. 26 It was almost
beyond belief that he could own the land, and own it
without debt! Potential immigrants were strongly influenced
by these tangible factors - the apparent superiority of the
-14-

American economy and the seemingly endless supply of
American land.
The first departures struck a blow at one of the largest
barriers to emigration: the assumption of peasants that they
had no alternative to their current lives. After the first
immigrants settled in America, they trumpeted the virtues of
American life and the opportunities for future immigrants. 27
Even the man who remained behind saw new possibilities to
change his lot, opportunities which had provided success for
an old friend or relative.2e
J0rgen Pedersen from Horsens, Jutland, was a typical
example. During his life he had worked at various jobs, from
blacksmith to dockworker to storeowner. But there was
never enough money to support a family of eight. For years
J0rgen received letters from his emigrant brother Thomas,
who told of the free farmland and fine opportunities in
Kansas. Thomas could not convince his brother. But J0rgen
finally agreed to send his son Jens, who had recently been
confirmed and graduated. After a year or two, J0rgen's
second son followed. Supporting the family was a bit easier
with two less to feed but life remained difficult. Thomas'
next letter, with the always present suggestion of immigration, arrived coincident with a notice from J0rgen's land
lord that his rent would soon rise substantially. J0rgen began
to suspect that if he insisted on remaining in Denmark, he
might spend his last years alone, with all of his children in
the United States. The combined pressures of family in
America and hardships in Denmark finally convinced J0rgen
Pedersen to emigrate and the family was reunited in the
United States. 29 This story was repeated in thousands of
families, who received countless letters from old friends and
relatives recounting the blessings of America. 30
The message was captured and amplified by guidebooks
and popular literature, which built myths about the wealth,
comfort, and satisfaction of life in America. 31 A well known
author named Christian Winther exemplified the approach
of many writers of fiction:
You get a country estate as a gift.
And money in addition.
-15-

They shoe the horses with silver
And stud the wagon wheels too.
To take the gold at your feet
You only have to bend .
. . . it hails and snows candy
and rains lemonade.
And there's freedom besides
From morning to night.
You can spit on the floor if you' cl like
And let your cigars burn too. 32
Of course, Winther' s audience need not take his words
literally; the reader might simply glean a vague picture of the
good life in America. With similar propaganda suggesting
this new and exciting alternative, even normal European
circumstances seemed unbearable. But if persuasion still
failed, the immigrant carried his promotion a step further.
As Kristian Hvidt demonstrated, up to one-third of Danish
immigrants crossed the ocean on tickets bought in
America. 33 Clearly immigration contained a self-accelerating
element. As more people emigrated, the act became more
imaginable. As those in America settled and wrote home, the
European gained more reasons to think of the United States
as the solution to his personal dissatisfaction.
A basic assumption of this discussion and a number of
earlier works is that there were common experiences that led
to the emigration of different nationalities. Although
Denmark differed from England or Germany, the economic,
political, and psychological conditions that generated
emigration were basically the same throughout Europe. 34
Most Western Europeans were influenced by the development of rapid, inexpensive transportation and the popularity
of liberal emigration policies. Peasants of all nationalities
were threatened by the Agricultural Revolution, the population pressure, and the economic restrictions of everyday life.
Most Western Europeans responded enthusiastically to the
hope that was kindled by countrymen in America. Danish
immigration generally developed in a manner comparable to
-16-

English, Norwegian, or Swedish. But a sharper picture of
Danish immigration has emerged because of the comprehensive computer analysis undertaken by Kristian Hvidt. His
conclusions revealed a good deal about where the Danish
immigrants came from and what sort of people they were.
People emigrated from Denmark's three major regions
in rough proportion to the population - two-fifths from
Jutland, one-fifth from Copenhagen, and two-fifths from
other parts. 35 But vvithin each region, the emigration was
concentrated according to definite patterns. Geographically,
Jutlandic emigration focused on the extreme north and
"other" emigration on the far southeast of Denmark.
Furthermore, a town-dweller was twice as likely to emigrate
as a rural-dweller. The urbanites were less noticeable among
immigrants, however, because in Denmark they were fewer
than their rural counterparts. The import of these findings
was something that Danish immigrants already knew:
Danish-Americans usually traced their families to relatively
small portions of Denmark. 36 This geographic narrowness
was common to most immigrant groups. 37
The age distribution of Danish immigrants was also
relatively narrow. For the year 1890, roughly fifty-three
percent of the immigrants were between ages fifteen and
thirty; only twenty-four percent of the Danish population
was so distributed in 1890. 38 To Hvidt, the ages of fifteen
and thirty were watersheds in the lives of potential
emigrants. Until age fourteen, the typical age of confirmation, a child's parents would be reluctant to deprive him of
religious and secular education by bringing him to America.
After thirty, the average age of marriage, familial responsibility would inhibit emigration. 39 Within these parameters,
the model age of emigration was twenty, the age of conscription. 40 Surely other social, economic, psychological, and
practical
factors influenced
the age distribution
of
immigrants. For instance, the rigors of the journey and the
cost of bringing dependents would increase the proportion of
young, unmarried people. But the events of confirmation,
conscription, and marriage were sufficiently important and
universal to produce bulges and depressions in the age
-17-

distribution. Although the particulars of these factors varied
by country, the general pattern - an emigrant usually
between fifteen and thirty - probably applied to most of
Western Europe. 4 1
Examination of immigrant occupations revealed a
similarly narrow base:
Occupation of Danish Emigrants 1868-19()()42
Farming . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 806
3 .4 %
Rural labor 43 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47,656 43.2 %
Shipping, fishing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 699
1. 5 %
Crafts..............................
20,487 18.5%
Domestic - Urban labor...............
28,174 25.6%
Commerce - Professions . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8,590
7. 8 %
Total Employed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110,412 100.0%
Hvidt' s study demonstrated that 69 % of all emigrants were
unskilled workers: rural laborers, domestic workers, or
urban laborers. The other major group was the craftsmen,
the elite of the working class. Taking these groups together,
it appeared that at least 87 % of the emigrants were landless
manual laborers. The largest proportion came from the
lowest classes, unskilled workers. 44 Since class and occupational structure varied so widely among countries, it would
be difficult to make direct comparisons. But it is reasonable
to expect that the emigrants from most nations would
include a high preponderance of the lowest class; these
groups would be most subject to economic hardship, the
dominant motivation for emigration.
The age and occupation of the typical immigrant
changed in degree, but not in type, over the years. The ages
fifteen to thirty predominated more strongly in later years,
rising from fifty percent in 1870 to sixty-nine percent in
1914. 45 This trend was associated with a decline in families
and a rise in sing~ women among the emigrants. 46 The
occupational pattern became a bit more complex over the
years. Laborers of all kinds shrank from sixty-six percent in
1868 to thirty-five percent in 1914. Farmers, Virtually
unrepresented in 1868, constituted twenty-two percent by
1914. Despite this shift, laborers remained the largest group
in 1914. 47
- 18-

Because Hvidt's systematic analysis of the Danes has not
been undertaken for other groups, demographic comparisons between other nationalities and the Danes would be
highly speculative. But we have seen that many of the social
stimuli to emigration transcended national borders. For
example, factors influencing the growth and decline of
emigration operated in similar directions, at least among
Denmark, Sweden, England, and Norway. Danish emigration per 100,000 Danes grew in the 1870s, 1880s, and 1900s
but declined in the 1890s. Swedish and English emigration
showed an identical development, while Norwegian emigration corresponded in three of the four periods. 48 The degree
of change differed because national factors influenced
emigration. But because of similarities in the major social
forces, emigration from these four nations followed similar
paths.
In explaining such a dramatic and intricate problem as
emigration from Europe, historians recognized the interplay
of complex forces operating on both sides of the Atlantic.
Economic trends within Europe, however, played a
prominent role. In accounting for the factors determining
emigration to America, the causes were similarly varied and
complex. But the general destination of Scandinavian
emigrants was clear even to the casual observer. From the
inception of large-scale emigration, the Scandinavians
settled in the Midwest, the region consisting of Illinois,
Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, and the Dakotas. 49
By 1880, 77% of all Scandinavian immigrants lived in these
seven states. 50 The Danes congregated particularly in
southern Wisconsin, northern Illinois, and Iowa. From 1870
onward, nine to twelve percent of all Danish-Americans
lived in Illinois. Before the end of the century, Illinois had
become the second largest Scandinavian state. 51
With the Scandinavians so concentrated in one region,
the historian would expect to discover powerful forces
working to direct the immigration to the Midwest. 52
Certainly the process involved the interrelationships
of
many factors cited earlier: the growth of transportation, the
immigrant letters to the homeland, and the economic
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dislocations of Europe, for example. But economic developments within America constituted the primary force behind
immigration of Scandinavians to the Midwest. 53
Before emigration from Europe occurred, it had to
become physically possible for large numbers of people to
leave the homeland. This possibility developed in the 1840s
with improved ships for the Atlantic crossing. There was a
similar prerequisite for immigration to the Midwest, which
was satisfied by the development of the railroad in the 1840s,
1850s and 1860s. As part of the urge to carry Americanism
westward, railroads and the government worked to connect
the newly populated Midwest with the eastern urban centers.
For the first time, people could travel relatively cheaply and
safely from the coast across the Appalachians. The railroad
entrepreneurs recognized that they could benefit greatly
from westward migration. 54 First, the railroads carried
settlers westward. Second, they could sell to these settlers
farmland from the railroad land grants. Third, they would
transport the materials necessary for life in the Midwest.
Fourth, they would finally carry eastward the Midwestern
farmer's produce. With so much to gain from migration, the
railroads sent agents and literature on immigration to
Scandinavia. 55 Particularly active were three Chicago-based
railroads: the Illinois Central; the Chicago and Northwestern; and the Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul. 56 Of
course these spokesmen stressed the benefits of life in the
Midwest, the primary focus for railroad development.
The railroads confidently pushed forward because the
government had demonstrated its determination to develop
the Midwest, by means of land grants to railroads and cheap
land sales to settlers. 57 Settlement proceeded with remarkable speed. After 1840, the frontier moved through the
Midwest and the Great Plains, reaching the Rockies by the
1870s and 1880s. In 1890, the Director of the Census made
the fateful statement that the frontier had disappeared.
With the rapid pace of westward expansion came the
generation of new urban centers. Chicago, for instance, was
founded in 1837, and claimed only 29,000 inhabitants in
1850. But Chicago rode the development of trade and
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commerce between east and west, reaching 300,000 in 1870.
By 1890, Chicago was America's second largest city, with
more than one million inhabitants. Similar processes
stimulated the simultaneous growth of Milwaukee and
Minneapolis . Eastern America began to notice the Midwest,
with its swelling cities and expanding rural development.
Just when America turned itself toward the Midwest,
the Scandinavians began to arrive in large numbers. 58 Since
many came to the United States searching for opportunity in
some vague form, they frequently went to the place which
state government and industry described as the region of
opportunity: the Midwest. Unlike the South, it was not
tinged by slavery, an abhorent idea to the Scandinavians. 59
It seemed more open to the outsider than the East, a
developed region which stood for the sort of closed,
controlled civilization the immigrants had left. To the
Scandinavian, the Midwest best exemplified the qualities
which brought him to America: personal economic freedom ,
rich land, and high wages.
These impressions and beliefs corresponded to similar
attitudes associated with emigration; they accounted for
some of the movement, but not for the mass transplantation
of a people. Europeans would not travel thousands of
difficult miles across the ocean and then thousands more to
the Midwest, simply because a railroad official suggested it.
The problem of southern slavery was not foremost in the
minds of Danish peasants. Contemporaries searched further,
therefore, for the sources of mass immigration. They
eventually concluded that objective economic factors represented the primary force behind the movement to the
Midwest.
Contemporaries initially recognized that many Danish
peasants were motivated by their landl~ss status to leave the
homeland . 60 This belief found support in Hvidt's study, in
which he claimed that there were virtually no landowners
among the emigrants until 1900. 61 Throughout the 1870s, .
nearly half of all emigrants were landless rural laborers, the ·
very people most likely to desire land. 62 Hvidt went on to
show that the landless emigrants came from those regions
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with the richest, scarcest land and the lowest wages. 63 The
laborer felt that nothing held him in Denmark, while
possible opportunity awaited elsewhere:
I did not want to be a common laborer in my own
country ... I did not care to live such a life of
drudgery and poverty as my parents lived; I can't
do worse in America, and I may do better. 64
The Dane believed that land was plentiful in America. Even
if he lacked the money to start a farm immediately, he might
come to America and work for higher rural wages than in
Denmark. Later he could buy a farm in Illinois or Iowa. If he
was an urban worker, he might find higher wages in
American cities like Chicago and Minneapolis.
But with increasing amounts of information filtering
back to Denmark, the feeling that "it must be better over
there" could not persist, unless it was better in some real
sense. The United States Bureau of Statistics investigated the
question of wages, comparing typical occupations in Illinois
and Denmark.65
Wages in Illinois and Denmark
Helsing~r
Illinois Denmark
1874
1873

Increase
in
Illinois

Bricklayers - Masons (day) . . . . . . $ 3. 69 $ .80
Wheelwrights (day) ............
3.75
.85
Plasterers (day) ................
3.38
.80
Stone-cutters (day) .............
3.50
.85
Female Servants (month + board) . 10.18 2.50
Carpenters (day) ...............
2.87
.80
Cabinet Makers (day) ..........
2.83
.85
Blacksmiths (day) ..............
2.81
.85
Coopers (day) .................
2.75
.85
Painters (day) .................
2.56
.80
Tanners (day) .................
2.50
.80
Tinsmiths (day) ................
2.25
.80
Ordinary Farm Laborer,
Summer (day) ...............
1.43
.60
Ordinary Farm Laborers,
Winter (day) ................
1.20
na

360%
340%
320%
310%
310%
260%
230%
230%
220%
220%
210%
180%
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140%
na

Experienced Farm Laborers,
Winter (day) ...............
Experienced Farm Laborers,
Summer (day) ..............
Tail ors ......................

.

1.39

.60

130%

.
.

1.68
2.33

.80
1.25

110%
90%

piecework

Shoemakers...................

2.31

1.25
piecework

day

85%
day

Clearly every group gained in money wages, with the
immigration to Illinois. The greatest benefits went to those
skilled workers involved with the production of building
materials and other heavy goods. Also gaining sharply were
the female servants. The smallest monetary advantages went
to tailors and shoemakers. But they gained substantially in
economic security by receiving daily wages instead of
income from piecework. Other craftsmen profited by wage
increases of 180% to 260%. Every group of skilled workers,
then, received substantial monetary advantages from the
immigration to America. These skilled workers represented
the relatively successful Danes, who would leave more
behind than the laborers, if they left Denmark. A sharply
improved wage situation was necessary in order to attract
the upper strata of the working class.
The smallest gainers appeared to be the farm laborers,
whose wages rose only 110% to 140%, with ordinary
laborers benefiting more than experienced laborers. But this
group was most threatened by the changes in European
agriculture; most frustrated by the scarcity of Danish farmland; least held to Denmark by such non-liquid possessions
as houses and wagons; and most impressed by a vision of
countless acres of virgin American farmland. The rural
laborers were the Danes most likely to say, "I cannot do
worse in America."
Before concluding too much from the wage comparison,
however, the Bureau of Statistics compared raw living costs
in Illinois and Denmark: 66
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Prices in Illinois and Denmark
Illinois Helsing111r
1874
1872

Beef, fresh roasting pieces,
per pound .................
.
Pork, fresh, per pound .........
.
Pork, bacon, per pound ........
.
Lard, per pound ..............
.
Butter, per pound .............
.
Cheese, per pound ............
.
Milk, per quart ...............
.
Eggs, per dozen ...............
.
Tea, per pound ...............
.
Sugar, good brown, per pound .. .
Soap, per pound ..............
.
Coal fuel, per ton .............
.
Four-room tenements, per month .
Six-room tenements, per month ..
Board, men, per week .........
.
Board, women, per week .......
.

. 11½
.12¼
.15
.15½
.28½
.18½
.06½
.20
1.00
.10
.08
6.73
10.60
15.82
4.25
3.66

.12
.11
.14
.16
.27
.12
.03
.16
.63
.11
.06
7.50
4.50
7.50
2.50

Increase
in
Illinois

-4%
11%
7%
-3%
6%
55%
117%
117%
59%
-9%
33%
-10%
136%
111%
70%

Of the consumer items -- dairy products, tea and soap were
6% to 117% more expensive in Illinois. But meat prices were
generally equivalent and sugar and coal were cheaper in
America. Although no cost-of-living comparisons
were
made, we could estimate that consumer prices were onefourth to one-third higher in Illinois than in Denmark. But
even with sharply higher living costs in Illinois, the Danish
immigrant was more than compensated by wage increases of
110% to 360%.
Since all groups gained more in wages than they lost in
prices, there was a substantial economic motivation for
immigration. One would expect the economic advantages in
America to influence strongly the skilled workers, who
benefited most dramatically from the wage increases. In fact,
Hvidt' s research on the occupations of emigrants lent
tentative support to that claim. Using a rough formula for
measuring the impact of emigration on a few selected
trades, 67 Hvidt calculated that carpenters had an emigration
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index of 216 for every 1,000 carpenters in 1880, during the
period 1868-1900. In contrast, the corresponding emigration
rate for the entire population of Denmark was eighty-four
per 1,000. The indices for bricklayers, painters and smiths 68
were 132,236 and 272, respectively. Included here were five
groups from the Bureau of Statistics' wage survey, whose
money wages rose by 180 % to 360 % when they emigrated to
Illinois. This wage differential seemed to influence
emigration; Hvidt's rough calculations suggested that these
groups emigrated more freely than the general population.
The five trades constituted only 1.6 % of the Danish population, but 4.4 % of the immigrants. 69 Skilled workers came in
large numbers at a time when wage differentials made their
occupations more profitable in Illinois than they were in
Denmark. When Danish workers left in search of better
economic opportunities, they might have been unaware of
comparative wage scales in the United States and Denmark.
Possibly they gauged economic realities accurately enough
to sense the advantages of emigration.
The rural laborers who constituted such a large
proportion of the immigrants expected to find good land
relatively easy to obtain. In fact, land was cheap and
available, especially by European standards. Kristian Hvidt
found that in the late 1840s, the American government sold
land in Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois and Missouri at two
dollars an acre. But many settlers reduced the price to one
dollar an acre by purchasing from veterans of the Mexican
War the right to stake out one hundred sixty acres of virgin
land. 7 Carl Wittke concluded that even improved land
generally cost only two dollars an acre; one hundred fifty
dollars was sufficient to start a farm. 71 As settlement moved
westward, Illinois farmland reached an average price of eight
dollars an acre, according to the Census of 1850. It could still
be bought for about twenty dollars an acre in the 1860s. 72
But by that time, the Homestead Act of 1862 had further
contributed to the availability of Midwestern land.
The immigrant correctly estimated that land was far
more expensive in Denmark. In the 1840s the average price
in Denmark was fifty-three dollars an acre, with land

°
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ranging as high as one hundred sixteen dollars an acre in the
"other" areas, and as low as thirty dollars an acre in Jutland.
By the late 1860s, the nationwide price had shot up to one
hundred eleven dollars an acre, with the wide regional
variance still prevailing. 73 Hvidt found a significant
correlation within Denmark between high local land prices
and high rates of emigration. 74 With land costing nearly four
times as much in "other " areas as in Jutland, it was reasonable for the rural landless to emigrate more readily from the
former, where land ownership seemed impossible. In
choosing to immigrate to America, these rural laborers
correctly concluded that they stood a better chance of becoming landowners in America.
We have seen that Danish immigrants had largely
realistic perceptions of the economic opportunities
in
America. In the following chapters we will discover that,
after their arrival, the Danes adjusted to American society as
rapidly as they could have hoped.

FOOTNOTES
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historie, 5 (Copenhagen: GEC Gads forlag, 1934-1945), 324. I converted the figures from old Danish units to acres. I established the
currency exchange rate for the period using the following sources:
Haldur R. Gruner, M0nt, mal, og vcEgt (Copenhagen: H . R. Gruners
forlag, 1841), 210: T. F. Uhl, De vigtigste handelspladsers m~nt , mdl
va?gt og vexelc~urser (Copenhagen: August Westrup , 1868) , 14;
Resume Des Principaux Caits Statistiques Du Danemark (Copenhagen: Brians Lunos bogtrykkeri, 1874), III.
74 Hvidt, Flight , 128, 130, 134.
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CHAPTER II

Chicago and the Danish Settlement
If two words characterized

Chicago in its first halfcentury, they were "growth" and "change." In 1840 Chicago
was a small prairie town of 4,500 inhabitants. But the forces
that brought immigrants to the Midwest had already begun
to transform Chicago. With the development of trade and
commerce between the Midwest and the East, better
transportation over land and water became essential. In the
1840s, the State of Illinois constructed the Illinois and
Michigan Canal, connecting the Mississippi River with Lake
Michigan by way of Chicago. For the first time, Midwestern
produce could go to market through the Great Lakes, as well
as the Gulf of Mexico . Besides favoring the Great Lakes trade
at the expense of the Mississippi River, the canal established
Chicago as the hub of the Great Lakes trade route. In a few
years, Chicago would replace St. Louis, its older and larger
rival, as the leader of the Midwest.
When the canal opened in 1848, no railroads ran
through Chicago; by 1854, the city had become the
Midwest's leading rail center . 1 The railroads played a
prominent role in the development of the Midwest in
general. But Chicago and the railroad industry were tied in
an especially powerful manner during the 1850s. The
railroads carried to Chicago many of the immigrants who
would farm the newly settled areas of Wisconsin, Illinois,
Iowa and Minnesota. The materials necessary for the new
settlements flowed westward through Chicago along the
same rail tracks. Before long, Midwestern farm produce
moved eastward along a rapidly proliferating rail system. By
1856, ten trunk lines and 3,000 miles of track converged in
the city. On the eve of the Civil War, Chicago boasted of
over 100,000 inhabitants in the world's largest railroad
center. 2
-33-

As Midwestern grain, livestock and wood entered the
city, large trading concerns developed as links between
Midwestern producers and consumers throughout
the
nation. The emerging Midwestern grain crop, which would
affect European agriculture so drastically, was funneled
through
Chicago.
Grain entrepreneurs
utilized new
techniques in transportation and storage to market vast
amounts of food for distribution in European and American
cities. In 1870, sixty million bushels of grain passed through
Chicago's Board of Trade. 3 Also from Midwestern farms
came cattle and hogs for the city's burgeoning stockyards. In
the 1860s, one-third of all Midwestern slaughtering occurred
in Chicago. 4 By rail and ship, wood cut in Wisconsin and
Michigan entered Chicago to be shipped as lumber to other
parts of the United States. 5 A small town on Lake Michigan
had utilized the growth of the Midwest to become a major
trade center. With its leadership in grain, livestock, and
lumber came jobs where none had existed. More immigrants
would settle in Chicago, drawn by the high wages of a laborscarce city.
Since the wood trade centered on Chicago, industries
using wood began to build factories in the city. They
produced building materials, fencing, furniture, ships and
wagons by the 1860s. 6 With trade and transportation links
firmly established between Chicago and the Midwestern
farms, it was logical for materials needed on the farm to
originate in Chicago. By 1870, McCormick's
reaper
dominated the American market, from its factories in
Chicago. In 1870, the city became the leading producer of
steel rails, an important commodity in the new civilization
built around the railroad. 7 These new industries required
growing numbers of skilled and unskilled workers.
The industrial development necessitated a far larger
physical plant than the pre-Civil War Chicago provided.
Economic growth led to a construction boom and a labor
shortage in the city. Among the early changes was the
erection of huge stockyards on the far south side, replacing
older and smaller facilities by the mid-1860s. A discernible
business district developed in the central city, when the
-34-

expansion of commercial and industrial enterprises raised
land values and forced residents to retreat to outlying areas.
Large factories and businesses appeared where countless
tenements had stood. Although the wealthy escaped to
roomier, more attractive surroundings,
the poor were
restricted by their modest incomes and lack of transportation. Thus they remained as close to the central city as they
could, generally inhabiting shanties near the factories that
employed them. Frequently, the working population had to
retreat before the ever-expanding business district. 8
By 1870, Chicago had grown to become a center for
railroads, grain, livestock and lumber. Most of its 300,000
citizens had arrived in the previous decade. 9 Despite its
remarkable growth and change, the youthful metropolis had
not developed a local outlook or character. Until the society
solidified with the passage of time, there was no Chicago
elite to be threatened by the behavior of new arrivals.
According to the English journalist William T. Stead, the
1870s and 1880s brought the development of a Chicago
consensus among peoples of diverse national backgrounds.
Common to Chicagoans was that they " ... came here to
make money. They are staying here to make money. The
quest of the almighty dollar is their Holy Grail. " 10 The
worship of money, spurred by the physical growth of the
city, only increased after the Chicago Fire of 1871, which
decimated the business district. New construction generated
new jobs and the consolidation and growth of the business
district. Urbanites moved even farther from the old areas. 11
The Chicago that immigrants discovered differed
sharply from the eastern cities which other immigrants
encountered. For example, Oscar Handlin wrote of a nineteenth century Boston, full of social, religious and economic
tradition. 12 The introduction of immigration and industrialization shocked the old society, generating in the
natives uncertainty and distrust. A large group of Irish
immigrants conspicuously occupied one section of Boston,
accepting the industrial labor which cast them as agents
of the socio-economic transformations
brought on by
industrialization. 13 In addition, their non-Bostonian be-35-

havior brought resentment and even nativism from the
formerly tolerant Bostonians. 14 Because they dominated
immigration to Boston, the Irish seemingly represented
a stronger, more conspicuous threat to traditional Boston.
Chicago, in contrast, had few traditions to destroy and
few natives to feel threatened. As long as the immigrants
contributed to Chicago's growth, they posed no threat
to the natives; on the contrary, the new arrivals offered
the manpower and technical expertise which Chicago
needed.
Because of the nature of the Danes and Danish
immigration, they were welcomed to Chicago more readily
than such groups as the Irish. The Danes left a much less
desperate European situation than the Irish. Thus the Danes
came in smaller, less impoverished groups than the starving
Irish peasants. The Danes were even less noticeable
numerically because of the unusually heterogenous nature of
Chicago's immigration. In customs they were similarly
inconspicuous. Their Lutheran religion featured neither
strange ceremonies nor loyalties to a Pope. The Danes
brought no dangerous political views, although Chicagoans
and Bostonians suspected some other nationalities of radical,
violent tendencies. 15 In general, the Danes did not threaten
American institutions; on the contrary, the Danish heritage
was so similar to the American that they were thought to
enforce American virtues. 16 The Chicago Record Herald
reported that
They are distinguished for the earnestness of
their religious worship, for their ardent advocacy
of the cause of civil and religious liberty, and for
the well-nigh total absence of great crimes. Whereever they settle we find them associated with the
most loyal and law-abiding citizens, giving their
best energies to culture, law, and order ... a
high grade of immigrants might be looked for
from that country. 11
The native Chicagoan approved of the Danes simply because
they seemed similar to Americans.
Anyway,
these
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immigrants were not an economic burden since the growing
city needed strong backs and skilled hands.
The nativists developed the contrasts between the
Scandinavians and the new immigrants into a rationale for
praising the former at the expense of the latter. For example,
in The Immigration Problem in Illinois, William H. Smith
discussed the evils brought to the state by the Poles, Italians,
Jews, Bohemians, Greeks and Chinese. He mentioned the
Scandinavians only to contrast them favorably with other
immigrants. 18 In Races and Immigrants in America, John R.
Commons compared the dependent, impoverished Italians
to the sturdy, thoughtful and independent Scandinavians. 19
The Chicago Tribune explicitly stated that most Americans
would be glad to see more Scandinavian immigrants,
although other groups were unpopular with the natives. 20
Like the Bostonians, Chicagoans disliked some immigrants,
although the latter were necessary for urban industrial
growth. In contrast to the Boston Irish, the Chicago Danes
were unthreatened by this native reaction. One might expect
the Danes to become less isolated geographically than other
groups, since they were less isolated culturally, politically
and socially; never singled out as aliens; never limited by
extreme poverty; and never a dominant group numerically.
This expectation generally proved correct, although the
Danes exhibited the same general pattern of settlement as
other immigrant groups in Chicago. Paul Frederick Cressy
charcterized the pattern as population succession, in his wellknown work. He noted that newly arrived immigrants
founded compact, congested, and centrally-located settlements which frequently preserved European cultural traits.
As the immigrants rose in economic and social standing,
they moved outward and founded less concentrated, more
americanized communities. Additional colonies might
develop. But as the individual americanized and the second
generation dominated, ethnic communities dispersed. 21
Of course, Cressy never meant to imply that all immigrants fit into the appropriate group in every stage; no ethnic
group was completely isolated in the beginning, nor
completely scattered in the end. But he did note some general
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trends. The Swedes, Cressy's one Scandinavian nationality,
appeared particularly dispersed and americanized. 22 This
suggested that the Danes were comparably scattered because
of similarities between the Danes and Swedes in: public
image; the relationship with Chicago's culture, politics and
society; economic status; and date of arrival. Cressy found
that the Italians formed a particularly concentrated and
immobile enclave in Chicago. 23 But as Nelli noted, not even
the Italians were so concentrated as to dominate their settlements numerically. In only one neighborhood did the
Italians even constitute a plurality of the population. 24 Since
the Danes were few in number and relatively americanized,
one could infer from Cressy's work that the Chicago Danish
settlements would be less concentrated and more mobile
than those of many other groups. 25
Although the Chicago Danish community remained
relatively inconspicuous throughout its history, DanishAmericans were aware of specific Danish enclaves amidst the
growth and change which characterized Chicago. However,
the Danes never dominated a particular part of the city.
During the initial period of arrival, the 1850s and 1860s, a
Danish colony formed in the Loop area. 26 The 1870s, 1880s,
and 1890s saw a gradual movement to settlements on the
South Side and the Northwest Side. As Cressy would expect,
this transition occurred within an increasingly americanized
Danish community, particularly as the second generation
began to dominate. With World War I and the subsequent
termination of mass immigration,
the immigrant was
supplanted by the American of Danish background. By the
1920s, the Danes began to disperse to all parts of Chicago
and the suburbs. They left behind a weak citywide network
of cultural institutions.
Danish tradition had it that Peter T. Allen came to
Chicago in 1837, the first Dane to inhabit the frontier
town. 27 But only isolated Danes had trickled into Chicago
by 1850, when the United States Census recorded ninetythree Danes in the town. 28 The first recognizable Danish
settlement apparently developed in the 1850s, when a Danish
brewer and soft drink maker named Andrew Jackson Miller
-38-

bought a group of shanties at Clark and Randolph Streets in
the Loop. The several dozen huts became popularly known
as a Danish colony called "Miller's Town," according to C.
Rasmussen, a well-known Danish-American publisher who
lived in Chicago during the 1870s. Rasmussn claimed that
Chicagoans frequently directed immigrant Danes to Miller's
Town. 29 But if Miller's Town existed, it only survived for a
few years. The Chicago Scandinavian newspaper Scandia
stated that by 1860 the Danes had settled around LaSalle and
Kinzie Avenues, roughly five blocks north of Miller's
Town. 30 At that corner the Dania Club rented an apartment
in 1864. 31
But whether or not these first two were Danish settlements, a colony clearly existed in the vicinity of Randolph
and LaSalle Streets by the early 1860'. 32 Some Danes
congregated at the Kinzie Inn, a convenient place to meet
friends, receive mail, and read an old copy of a Copenhagen
newspaper. 33 Next door to the Kinzie Inn was Wilken's
Cellar, a German-owned
cafe where the elite among
Chicago's Danes met daily. 34 It was there, at "Det runde
bord" (The Round Table), that Danish Consul Emil Drier
met Chicago Danes in need of assistance. There the Socialist
emigres Louis Pio, Paul Geleff and A. W. Hansen met to
plan a Socialist colony for America. 35 The group consisted
mainly of local Danish intellectuals, who carefully guarded
the growth of their club. Membership was a local honor,
conferred by invitation only. 36 Danish artisans and
architects met at Quincy Number Nine, another Germanowned cafe at Randolph and LaSalle. Discussions often took
on a pragmatic tone, as the members hammered out
lucrative construction contracts. 37 These cafes became the
focal points of a Danish colony numbering twelve hundred
by 1870. In later laters, Chicago Danes would speak of the
Loop Colony, and particularly, "<let runde bord," as their
Danish-American heritage.
About 1870, the Danes began to move from their first
settlement in the Loop. A South Side colony appeared
around Thirty-seventh Street, between Wentworth and State
Streets. 38 St. Michael's church was founded in this area in
-39-

1874. A few hundred Danes maintained a South side
community
through
the 1920s, frequently
moving
southward to avoid the advancing blacks. Some migrated
north and northwest in the 1870s. But the bulk of the
growing Danish colony remained in the Loop until almost
1880. 39
In 1878 or 1879, the Danish community began to move
northwest in a pattern so clear, it seemed premeditated. The
settlement reached Milwaukee Avenue, west of the Chicago
River, and traveled northwest along Milwaukee. The Dania
Club, for example, held meetings successively at 17, 312 and
345 Milwaukee Avenue. 40 With the old numbering system,
this represented a migration of about seven blocks to the
corner of Milwaukee and Huron Avenues. 41 Christian
Nielsen, for many years Chicago Editor of Den Danske
Pioneer, 42 claimed that the new colony centered around the
west side of Milwaukee Avenue, at Indiana Street (now
Grand Avenue). As far southeast as Milwaukee and Des
Plaines Avenues, there was a Danish cigar store. Moving
northwest, one passed a clothing store at Milwaukee and
Halstead Avenues. Next came the two Danish hotels,
"Dannevirke" and "Dannebrog." At Milwaukee and Ohio
A venues there stood a Danish photography
studio. A
bookstore was next to the last Dania home at Milwaukee and
Huron Avenues. 43 The 1880s saw the consolidation of the
Danish colony, now six thousand strong, around Milwaukee
Avenue. 44 According to the Chicago School Census of 1884,
two-thirds of Chicago's Danes lived in the two wards
containing this portion of Milwaukee Avenue. However, the
Danes were never the largest group in any ward. 45 Ward
fourteen's area extended so far to the northwest that it was
impossible to judge whether or not the Danes were
continuing to move northwest, eventually to bypass the
Milwaukee Avenue community. But since only twenty
Danes lived in ward one, the Loop ward, it was clear that the
original colony had been superseded by the settlements
farther northwest. About four hundred Danes lived in wards
four and five, the new South Side colony. By 1884 the Danes
had moved out to secondary colonies as Cressy expected. 46
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The disappearance
of the Loop settlement was
confirmed and reinforced by the movement of the major
Danish organizations away from the older area. Their new
homes revealed a pattern similar to the population distribution. Of the six major Danish societies and churches, four
met in the two wards on the Northwest Side: two of these,
the Danish Veterans and the Danish Baptist Church, were
within one block of Milwaukee and Indiana (Grand)
Avenues; a third, Dania, occupied three homes along
Milwaukee Avenue; and Trinity Church had moved even
farther northwest, toward Humboldt Park. The other two
groups, St. Michael's church and St. Stephen's church,
served the small South Side community at Thirty-sixth and
Thirty-seventh
Streets, between Wentworth and State
Streets. 47 It was logical for the organizations to accompany
the Danish people, as they moved northwest and south.
A further examination of Danish societies and churches,
however, revealed that the northwestern
movement
continued, even as it began to weaken the Milwaukee
Avenue concentration. Dania's third home on Milwaukee
Avenue brought it to the northwestern extremity of the
colony, by the mid-1880s. 48 Dania's next move-, in 1891,
would take it to Chicago Avenue, outside the old
settlement. 49 Trinity was already northwest of the colony by
1880. But within the church there was, by 1885, a demand
for a branch in Humboldt Park. 50 In 1889, the Danish
Veterans had moved from the center of the colony to one
block south of Chicago A venue. The newly formed Danish
Brotherhood established its first lodge near the Danish
Veterans, not near Milwaukee and Indiana (Grand)
Avenues. The movement of Danish societies and churches
suggested that the Milwaukee A venue colony would shortly
lose its hold on the bulk of Chicago's Danes. 51 In 1892, the
newspaper Skandinaven placed the major Danish settlement
around Humboldt Park. 52
As the Danes moved out of the Milwaukee Avenue
area, Poles and Jews began to replace them. 53 By the 1890s,
Polish and Yiddish signs supplanted the Danish ones. The
remaining Danes became uncomfortable in their old neigh-42-

borhood. Believing that the new arrivals had pushed them
out, the Danes migrated northwest to Humboldt Park,
where things looked more familiar. 54
The Chicago School Census of 1898 revealed that flight
to the northwest had begun but had not been completed by
1898. The center of Danish population lay between Chicago
and North Avenues, west of the Chicago River, a region
containing twenty-three hundred Danes of twenty-two
percent of Chicago's 10,761 Danes. About one thousand
Danes, ten percent, still resided in the two wards containing
the Milwaukee Avenue colony. But about 2,700 Danes,
twenty-six percent, now lived in the Humboldt Park area,
particularly the neighborhood east of the park. 55 The
rema1n1ng concentration
around
Milwaukee
Avenue
indicated that the community had not disappeared before the
influx of Poles and Jews. With the Humboldt Park Danes
chiefly limited to the eastern parts of that region, the Danes
had not yet established a wholly new colony. But already the
largest concentration of Chicago Danes was the settlement of
twenty-three hundred residing in ward fifteen in Humboldt
Park. Within a few years population succession would
replace the old Milwaukee Avenue community with the
Humboldt Park settlement. But none of the old or new areas
contained even a plurality of Danes. 56
Danish organizations in the old neighborhood had to
move, or suffer with the declining community. Most
eventually migrated to Humboldt Park, where new groups
joined them as well. Dania, which occupied an important
place in the community for many years, initially remained at
Chicago and Milwaukee Avenues. But in the years after
1900, the club began to decline. Before 1910 it ceased to be
the center of the Danish community. 57 Scandia reported that
between 1900 and 1910, the exodus from the old neighborhood left Dania deserted. 58 In 1909, the society finally left
the old community for Evergreen Avenue, a few blocks from
Wicker Park. When Dania built a new headquarters in 1912,
the site chosen was on Kedzie Avenue, adjacent to Humboldt
Park. 59 Trinity church had also resisted the northwestern
trend in the 1880s and 1890s, which led a group of Trinity's
-43-

members to split off and form St. Ansgar' s church in
Humboldt Park. 60 As St. Ansgar's grew and Trinity
stagnated, the fate of the old neighborhood became more
apparent. In 1906, Trinity built a new church on Cortez, just
a block from Humboldt Park. 61 Besides Dania, Trinity and
St. Ansgar's, several new organizations
appeared in
Humboldt Park: Ebenezer Church, at Rockwell near North
Avenue; Gethsemane Church, on Fairfield Avenue north of
Humboldt Park; the Danish Old People's Home Society, at
North and Western Avenues; and the Danish Young People's
Association, near Division Street. All of these Northwest
Side groups were located in the relatively large area called
Humboldt Park. 62
For the Danish organizations of the Northwest Side, the
years after 1900 apparently represented a crucial period of
transformation.
The community moved away from them
and, to survive, it seemed necessary to follow the
movement. The School Census of 1914 revealed that during
these years, the old colony died and a new Humboldt Park
colony solidified. Ward seventeen, containing Dania and the
old settlement, had only about one hundred Danes in 1914.
At the same time, the population of the ward between North
and Chicago Avenues, ward fifteen, grew 92% in the years
after 1908. 63 It represented the oldest concentration of Danes
by 1914. Ward twenty-seven, the large ward in the far northwest, had gained forty-four percent, even though redistricting had reduced its area. Clearly the colony centered around
Humboldt Park by 1914. 64 Whereas the areas north and west
of the park were largely unsettled in 1899, they now
contained the bulk of Chicago's Danish population. 65
Northwest Side Danes would look upon the years after
1900 as a golden age for their Chicago colony. North Avenue
between Western and California Avenues became known as
the "Danish Broadway. " 66 The community stretched along
North Avenue east to Robey (now Darnen) and west to
Fortieth (now Pulaski), in a band six to eight blocks wide. 67
By 1920, however, the last Northwest Side community was
dispersing. The Poles and the Jews again advanced, so the
Danes continued to move northward and westward. This
-44-
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time they spread too thinly over Cook County, and no
colony formed to replace Humboldt Park. 68
The decline of the small South Side colony had begun
earlier, probably because of its small size and the rapid
advance of the blacks. During the 1890s, Danes were already
leaving the settlement surrounding Thirty-sixth and Thirtyseventh Streets. By 1899, St. Michael's church had moved to
Ninety-eighth Street because the blacks were dominating the
old colony. 69 A short time later, St. Stephen's church
departed the old neighborhood for Sixty-fourth Street and
Eberhard Avenue, following its congregants. 70 Another
Danish church, Golgotha, appeared at Fifty-ninth Street. But
by 1920, St. Stephen's and Golgotha had moved farther
south; St. Michael's had closed.7 1 Newspaper editor Nielsen
believed that in fleeing the blacks, the tiny enclave of Danes
dispersed too widely to survive.7 2 In 1928 only St. Stephen's
and Golgotha churches existed on the South Side. 73 They
would eventually migrate southward, end Danish services
and recruit American members. 74 The South Side Danish
community continued to decline, as activities no longer
focused on a geographical concentration of South Side
Danes.
The development of the Danish community clearly
illustrated Cressy' s observation that successive settlements
become progressively less concentrated, as they depart from
the central city . From an original Loop colony a few blocks
square, the Danes formed a Northwest Side community and
a separate South Side community. The South Side Danes
were few in number and the initial colony was extremely
compact. But the Milwaukee Avenue settlement stretched
seven blocks long and several blocks wide. Even as it
formed, groups and individuals either lagged behind or
advanced rapidly to the northwest. When the Northwest
Side Danes reached Humboldt Park, the colony was spread
out about twenty blocks long and six or eight blocks wide.
The South Side colony also underwent rapid changes. From
a settlement roughly two blocks square, the community
spread southward until its two major churches were more
than thirty blocks apart. In 1870, everyone living in the
-46-

Danish settlement could walk to a meeting place at Randolph
and LaSalle. By 1900, major Danish settlements stretched as
far north as North Avenue and as far south as Ninety-eighth
Street. With the Danes spread ever more thinly over the city,
Danish neighborhoods began to disappear after 1920. They
had fall en victims to the related forces of population
succession and americanization.
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I

CHAPTER III

Occupations of Danish Immigrants
When the Danish immigrants arrived in America, their
career plans were influenced by economic aspirations and
occupational background. Nearly half of the immigrants had
worked in agriculture, chiefly as landless laborers. They
frequently planned to acquire land of their own. Most of the
rest were urban laborers or artisans hoping to find higher
wages and broader opportunities
in America. The
motivating force behind most emigration was dissatisfaction
with the economic situation in Denmark. In looking for
something new and better, emigrants indicated their willingness to accept the various occupations which America
offered. After all, life had to be better in America.
Circumstances in America strongly influenced the
immigrant's immediate choice of work. 1 Upon arrival, they
urgently needed jobs to provide food and shelter for themselves and their families. As Oscar Handlin suggested, the
immigrant's ease of economic transition largely depended on
their ability to adjust their occupational skills to the new
environment. According to Handlin, the Irish peasants had
no skills adaptable to Boston's urban economy. Since they
had to have jobs, the Irish accepted the unskilled labor which
utilized their chief marketable asset, physical strength. 2
Compared
to the Boston
Irish,
the Danes
accommodated themselves to America in a relatively
painless fashion. While the Irish and many later immigrant
groups flooded a few urban centers, fighting for unskilled
work at subsistence wages, the Danes avoided extreme
geographical or occupational concentration. 3 About threequarters of the Danes lived in rural America, while onequarter settled in the cities. 4 This partly reflected the relative
financial security of Danish immigrants, compared to the
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Irish. The Danes had sufficient funds to choose among an
unlimited number of destinations, distant from the ports of
arrival. Often the Irish could get no farther than New York
or Boston. s Contemporary observers noted the dispersal of
the Scandinavians and their higher proportion in agriculture.
They assumed that the Scandinavian choice demonstrated a
national character superior to those who clustered in cities. 6
This dubious logic aside, the Danes' relative diffusion
throughout the Midwest allowed them to avoid depending
too heavily on the fortunes of one locale. Related to the
geographic dispersal was a similarly broad distribution of
occupations, both rural and urban. Rather than concentrating in one industry or occupation, as did the Irish, the Danes
spread themselves as widely as the general population. 7 This
allowed Danish immigrants the maximum opportunity to
utilize past experience and maximum flexibility in case of
economic dislocations.
Many of the rural Danes came to the Midwest with
definite careers in mind: they would continue to farm, on
their own American land. But what of the fifty percent who
had worked in manufacturing,
commerce or domestic
service? They were unprepared for agricultural work. Some
would yet attempt to work a farm. Others preferred the
advantages of urban life. First, many had experience in
urban occupations. Second, urban wage labor would
immediately provide cash for food and housing. Third,
urban wages far exceeded rural wage. 8
For whatever reasons, there was a substantial shift in
occupations when the Danes immigrated to America:
Occupations by Category 9

Agriculture and Fishing ......
Farming .................
Rural labor ..............
Manufacturing ..... . .......
Domestic Service ...........
Commerce-Professions
......
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.
.
.
.
.
.

Emigrants
1868-1900

DanishAmericans
1890

DanishAmericans
1900

48.1%
3.4%
43.2%
32.2%
11.9%
7.8%

39.2%
24.8%
12.0%
22.6%
24.5%
12.9%

39.1%
28.4%
9.0%
25.5%
19.7%
15.6%

The most dramatic changes occurred among the agricultural
occupations.
By 1890, the percentage of Danes in
agricultural work had been reduced. Rural laborers declined
precipitously, but the percentage of landholders increased
sharply. Although the proportion of Danes in agriculture
remained stable over next decade, the percentage of farmers
continued to grow at the expense of rural laborers. These
statistics lent support to a notion about immigration
prevalent among the Danes: land was much easier to obtain
in America than in Denmark.
The sources of change in non-agricultural occupations
were more difficult to identify. The Danes, like other groups,
experienced an increase in the percentage working in
commerce and the professions, a trend attributable to the
need to provide the immigrant community with old world
goods and services. 10 But the decline in industrial workers
was puzzling. To some degree, it might reflect an inability to
adapt among certain Danish craftsmen, who worked in
occupations rendered obsolete by industrialization. By 1890,
American industrialization had advanced more rapidly than
Danish industrialization. Thus a particular craftsman would
be threatened more directly in America than in the old
country. Like the Boston Irish, displaced Danish workers
would have nowhere to turn but to unskilled labor. Since
they were predominantly urban and urban wages exceeded
rural wages, these workers might accept unskilled urban
labor, including domestic service. By 1900, the shift from
industrial labor to domestic service had reversed somewhat,
possibly reflecting a smaller disparity between industrial
development in Denmark and America. As Denmark industrialized, more Danish craftsmen would face and adjust to
industrial life before leaving the homeland. This would leave
them better prepared for life in America. The percentage of
Danes in commerce and the professions continued to grow,
suggesting that the economic needs of the ethnic community
were increasingly met by the immigrants themselves.
Although the statistical data encompassed only a few
years, it strongly indicated that the Danes made economic
progress after their arrival in America. While many
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continued to work in agriculture, they generally became
landowners instead of laborers. For those who chose nonagricultural occupations, there was some movement into
unskilled domestic service. But this trend never developed
into the sort of large-scale subsistence labor which
characterized the Boston Irish. By 1900 the trend toward
unskilled domestic service had reversed, and the Danes
returned to industrial labor. Like most of the older
immigrant groups, the Danish occupational distribution
became increasingly skilled. 11
In a detailed study of immigrant occupations, E. P.
Hutchinson emphasized on several occasions that the Danes
were spread widely over the occupational spectrum. But
within the general categories, areas of concentration
developed. Among agricultural workers, for example, there
was a bent toward gardening, stock raising and dairying.
While general underrepresented
in industrial fields, the
Danes were noticeable in such industries as dairy products,
lumber and construction. Danish domestics were disproportionately numerous, particularly among women. Danish
professionals were chiefly concentrated among artists and
architects. 12 But these trends should not be overemphasized.
The general picture was one of distribution, not concentration.
Although Hutchinson defined the Danish immigrants
occupations in a national setting, the historian must search
harder to construct a local picture. During the century after
1840, only one government report provided occupational
statistics for the Danes in Illinois. In 1911, the United States
Immigration Commission (the Dillingham Commission)
published an occupational breakdown for the year 1900. It
demonstrated that the occupations of the Danes in Illinois
were atypical of Danes nationally:
Occupations of Danish-Americans 13
All DanishAmericans
1900

Agriculture and Fishing ......
Manufacturing .............
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.

39.1%
25.5%

Danes in
Illinois
1900

16.1%
35.9%

Domestic Service ...........
.
Commerce-Professions
.. . ... .

19.7%
15.6%

24.3%
23.7%

The percentage of Danes in agriculture was relatively small
in Illinois, leaving larger percentages in the basically urban
occupations:
manufacturing,
domestic
service,
and
commerce
and
the professions.
This
occupational
distribution related to the geographical distribution of the
Danes in Illinois. Although only one-quarter of the Danes
settled in American cities, over two-thirds of Illinois' Danes
lived in the cities, almost exclusively in Chicago. 14
Which of these occupational categories represented
Chicago's Danes? Obviously the urban Danes could not
participate significantly in agricultural occupations. 15 The
Chicago Danes would fill the remaining three categories,
those which were disproportionately
large in Illinois .
However, the three categories included eighty-four percent of
the Illinois Danes, while the Chicago Danes comprised sixtynine percent. Clearly about fifteen percent were rural Danes
working in the three groups of non-agricultural occupations.16 Unfortunately we have no basis for separating the
remaining rural Danes from the Chicago Danes. But with the
agricultural workers removed, the Danes of Illinois were
distributed as follows:
Manufacturing ..................
. ......
42. 9 %
Domestic Service .......................
28. 9 %
Commerce and Professions ..............
28.2 %
These figures still were not perfectly equivalent to an
occupational distribution of the Danes in Chicago, but they
are the best estimate available. This information is useful
because the Chicago Danes constituted four-fifths of the
Danes included above. It seemed that about two-fifths of the
Chicago Danes engaged in manufacturing work in 1900. The
remaining three-fifths were divided between domestic service
and commerce and the professions.
This estimate of occupations among Chicago Danes
found support in the Special Report on Occupations in the
Census of 1900. Its tabulations for Chicago grouped the
Danes with the Swedes and Norwegians: 17
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Occupations of Scandinavians
Chicago Scandinavians
1900

Agriculture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 7 %
Manufacturing .........................
46 .2 %
Domestic Service .......................
27.5 %
Commerce and Professions ..............
25 .6 %
Since the other two groups so outnumbered the Danes, the
data must be used with caution. But generally the Danes
were viewed as similar to their fellow Scandinavians, with
some exceptions. 18 The data on Chicago Scandinavians conformed to my analysis of the Chicago Danes, in the
proportions in agriculture, commerce and the professions,
and domestic service. The Scandinavian percentage in manufacturing was somewhat higher than my Danish estimates.
But Hutchinson's analysis of the Immigration Commission's
data explained the variance between the Danes and the
Scandinavians in general. Although the Danes generally
followed a broader Scandinavian pattern, 19 the Danes were
somewhat

less concentrated

in manufacturing.

20

With this

modification in mind, the statistics on Scandinavians
generally confirm the estimates on the occupations of the
Danes in Chicago - about two-fifths in manufacturing
work, with the remainder divided between domestic service
and commerce and the professions.
The Chicago Danes themselves had a definite picture of
their occupational distribution, which intersected with parts
of the statistical study but revealed significant differences in
emphasis. Like Hutchinson and the censuses, local observers
emphasized the importance of artisans and shopkeepers, two
groups subsumed under the categories of manufacturing and
commerce and the professions, respectively. 21 But whereas
the censuses and Hutchinson demonstrated the diversity
among Danish occupations, the Danes themselves spoke
only of these two occupations. They stated repeatedly that
while they were not the richest people in Chicago, they never
were the poor laborers either. 22 In emphasizing the
prevalence of skilled trades and shopkeeping among their
compatriots, the Danes isolated two significant elements
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among the Danish immigrants. But a good deal was missing
from this portrait.
The Danish tendency to emphasize respectable
middleclass occupations could be viewed, in part, as the
romanticized account of a people's heritage. In Halvfems ari
Chicagos danske koloni (Ninety Years in Chicago's Danish
Colony), Christian Nielsen described the South Jutland
Danes as born tradesmen who built their own shops in just a
few years. 23 Morris Salmonsen claimed that Dania's
members were "craftsmen, only honest and brave people." 24
Implicit also was the pragmatic desire to distinguish the
Danes from the newly arrived southern and eastern
Europeans who flooded the major cities, working as laborers
and living in ghettos. The nativists encouraged the
distinction between the older groups and the new immigrants
by detailing the social, economic, political and moral
superiority of the earlier arrivals. 25 The Danes who adopted
the distinction simply used the most obvious defense during
periods in which the immigrant's position became insecure.
Aside from those whose opinions were romantic or selfserving, some spokesmen probably were unaware of the
large numbers of Danish laborers and servants; historians
are conscious of the difficulties in studying such inarticulate,
unobtrustive groups. Certainly laborers and servants would
be less noticeable than the leaders of the community.
A close examination of the census statistics revealed that
unskilled workers existed in substantial numbers. Among the
manufacturing workers were miners and quarrymen, as well
as artisans. A plurality of the domestic servants were
unskilled. 26 E. P. Hutchinson focused on domestic service as
a particularly important occupation for Danes. 27 Yet Danish
newspapers never noted the large number of Danes in this
field. The historian must utilize such circumstantial evidence
as a review in Skandinaven which recommended an
American-Scandinavian
conversation book as especially
useful for the American housewife and the Scandinavian
servant. 28 But despite fragmentary evidence, it seemed that
substantial
numbers of Danes worked in unskilled
occupations.
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Particular
groups of skilled workers
appeared
frequently in everyday accounts of the Danish community.
The newspaper Revyen, for example, reported the existence
of a Norwegian-Danish Typographers' Union in Chicago. 29
Many of the skilled Danes worked in the building trades.
According to the Immigration Commission, about onequarter of the Illinois Danes in manufacturing-mechanical
work were employed in the building trades. 30 Revyen
supported the statistics with reports on a Scandinavian
Painters' Union with two thousand members; and the Danish
dominated Carpenters' Union Local 140 with a large
membership and a Danish president. 31 The building industry
provided much skilled and unskilled employment in
booming Chicago. As discussed earlier, the Chicago Fire of
1871 and the dramatic growth of the city generated an
enormous amount of building in the decades of large-scale
immigration.
But were the Danes so active in the construction
industry because those were the jobs available in Chicago, or
because the Danes had an affinity for that type of work?
Probably both factors contributed to the large proportion of
Danes in the building trades. Throughout the decades after
the Civil War, Chicago demanded new construction in large
amounts. As the population doubled and quadrupled, new
construction kept pace. The demand for new building
slackened during bad times, but generally the industry
prospered throughout the remainder of the century. 32 On the
other hand, the Danish predilection for construction work
was not limited to Chicago. Hutchinson demonstrated that
the Danes were overrepresented in the building trades
nationwide. 33 According to the Immigration Commission,
about seven percent of all the Danish-Americans worked in
the construction industry. 34 These national totals were
substantial, but smaller than the proportions for the Danes
in Chicago, suggesting the manner in which the Danes, the
city and the occupations interacted. For reasons related to
their background and the high wages, Danes were frequently
attracted to the building trades, no matter where they lived.
With Chicago experiencing a relative boom in construction,
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the city attracted workers in that industry. Since the Danes
were numerous in the nationwide pool of construction
workers, many were attracted by the jobs in Chicago. This
further swelled the proportion
of local Danes 1n
construction.
Wherever there was an intersection between common
Danish occupations and the occupational demands of
Chicago, this process attracted Danes to the city. Within
manufacturing and commerce, the Danes were associated
with industries involving agriculture and lumbering. 35 This
predilection dovetailed with Chicago's leadership in grain,
livestock and lumber, which were discussed earlier.
Although the Danes were generally underrepresented in the
professions, they were important as architects, a necessary
occupation in a burgeoning urban center. 36
This analysis of immigrant occupations suggested that
for the Danes and Chicago, the economic relationship was
mutually beneficial. The Danish immigrants came largely
out of a desire for better jobs and freer opportunities. In
Chicago, life could be difficult, even frightening. But the
Danes in Chicago perceived that wages were higher and
opportunities were broader than in Denmark. Chicago, in
return, gained the expertise, strength and numbers which it
needed in order to transform itself from a prairie town to a
great metropolis. These opportunities were less favorable for
other groups and in other cities. But Chicago accepted the
Danes as members of the new Chicago community; before
long, the Danes began to feel like successful Chicagoans. The
comfortable relationship between the city and the immigrants would have major implications for the Danish colony,
as the years passed and Denmark seemed more and more
distant.
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CHAPTER IV

Danish Social Life in Chicago - The Dania Club
Chapters IV and V assumes that one can use ethnic
associations to trace the evolution of an ethnic community.
This viewpoint has frequently been substantiated
by
historians studying such diverse ethnic groups as the Cleveland Slovaks, the Boston Irish and the Chicago Italians. 1
These historians recognized that ethnic societies took diverse
forms, depending on their constituents and their goals. A
thorough study of Danish institutions, then , would require
an examination of social, religious, professional, political,
national,
cultural, charitable,
fraternal,
athletic, and
mutual-benefit societies.
Since the scope of this study is limited, it was necessary
to select only two groups for specific treatment. Dania
Society and Trinity Lutheran Church (which is discussed in
the next chapter) are suitably representative of the Danish
community. Both appeared in the early years of the colony
and outlived the settlements themselves. These were the only
large Danish organizations in Chicago in the 1870s, when the
entire Danish community numbered only two thousand. As
shown earlier, the fortunes of these two groups rose and fell
with geographical changes in the colony. With such a clear
correspondence between the groups and the community , one
might expect to discover other subjects in which the organizations reflected important developments in Chicago 's
Danish comm unity.
The Chicago Danes viewed Dania as the original
repository of Chicago's Danish culture. Everyone knew that
it was the oldest Danish society outside of Denmark, an
indication of Chicago's prominent position in DanishAmerican history .2 Founded in 1862 , Dania was the first
Scandinavian organization in the city. 3 It therefore main- 65-

tained a certain sentimental hold over later Danes, who
would frequently refer to Dania as the oldest and finest of
Danish societies. 4 Filiopietistic historians would never tire of
repeating such stories as the one concerning the Chicago
Fire, in which Dania burned; one heroic member dashed
inside and escaped clutching the Danish flag and the picture
of King Frederick VII. 5
The founding of the organization was cloaked in similar
romanticism over the years, but everyone agreed that it was
founded in 1862. The most persistent account claimed that
twelve artisans met at the Kinzie Inn, a hotel and cafe located
at Kinzie and LaSalle Streets, in the Danish neighborhood.
Sketchy minutes of the first meeting recorded that the
charter members voted to provide a mailbox, some playing
cards, and several spittoons for the members. 6 Many of the
early meetings were held at Wilken' s Cellar. Dania established its first permanent home in 1864, in an apartment at
LaSalle and Kinzie Streets. From the earliest days, Dania was
intimately connected with the geographical and social center
of Chicago's Danish culture. 7
Dania initially functioned as the sole Scandinavian
group in a tiny Scandinavian community of about five
thousand. 8 When the multi-national arrangement caused
difficulties, the Norwegians and Swedes left Dania to form
Nora and Svea. 9 This pattern repeated itself with such
organizations as the Scandinavian Literary Society, which
disintegrated
because of bickering among the ethnic
groups. 10 The "Revised Bylaws of Dania, 1865" stated as its
chief purpose the promotion of closer social contact among
the Scandinavians,
but mainly among the Danes of
11
Chicago.
Thus Dania became a generalized voluntary association and the central organization
of the Danish
community.
Historians have identified distinct patterns of group
formation, revealing much about the nature of the ethnic
society generating these organizations. In his study of the
Italians, Rumanians and Slovaks in Cleveland, Josef Barton
noted that Italian associations developed according to the
local or regional background of the immigrants; the Slovaks
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and Rumanians, in contrast, created nationally oriented
organizations. Barton considered this divergence the result
of contrasting immigration patterns. The Italians immigrated
to Cleveland largely from a few villages or regions and
maintained their localism in America. The other groups
came from broader geographical backgrounds, producing
organizations which stressed a broader national heritage.
Barton's analysis demonstrated
a definite connection
between immigration and the antecedent immigrant organizations.12
In Barton's terms, Dania and other Danish groups
corresponded to the models of Cleveland's Rumanians and
Slovaks. Although Danish immigration to the United States
was concentrated geographically in northwestern and southeastern Denmark, it cut across the natural geographical
divisions of the country. Jutland, Copenhagen, and the rest
of Denmark contributed in proportion to the population. No
town or group of towns was dramatically overrepresented
among the immigrants. Finally, no Danish town or region
concentrated overwhelmingly in Chicago. As a result, the
Chicago Danes organized themselves according to their
national background, just as the Rumanians and Slovaks in
Cleveland. 13 In Dania's case there could be no thought of
national affiliation in the early years. No other Danish
organizations existed, anywhere in the world.
As Chicago's only Danish society, Dania quickly
initiated a wide array of projects. Particularly popular
among the Chicago Danes were Dania's social and cultural
activities. They included an annual anniversary festival and
an annual masquerade party, which became the biggest
social events in the Danish community. People also appreciated Dania's attempts to preserve Danish culture ·through
its theater and its library. Every part of the community
participated in celebrations of national and religious
holidays. 14 In addition to Danish entertainment, Dania
provided for its members' well-being by forming a sickness
benefit group, the first such Danish-American society. 15
Members paid dues, receiving in return the right to draw
sickness compensation when necessary.
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Aside from activities for its members, Dania undertook
various projects to benefit the entire Danish community. In
1864, for instance, it raised money for aid to war-torn
Denmark. 16 In the next few years, the members established a
fund for gifts or loans to needy Danish-Americans. The
recipients included a Chicago Dane in need of an artificial
leg; a Danish farmer in Iowa who had gone bankrupt; and
some victims of a fire in Frederiksminde, Nebraska. 17 Dania
also provided a variety of services for new immigrants to
Chicago. In 1866 it organized an immigrant committee,
which formed a welcoming committee, an employment
agency, an English night school and an advisory council.
Dania would help the immigrants from the moment of
arrival, when swindlers attempted to rent them glorified
shacks at outrageous prices. The assistance would continue
through searching for a job, learning English and generally
dealing with life in an American city . 18 Through its
programs for immigrants and Danish-Americans,
Dania
helped with the practical aspects of survival and accommodation to American society. As Philip Taylor pointed out,
such ethnic organizations became important vehicles of
americanization for the immigrants. 19
As Chicago's single Danish association, Dania accepted
tasks normally undertaken by several urban ethnic organizations. Handlin and Barton characterized the job as the
accommodation of ethnics and new immigrants to the
fragmented life of a foreign metropolis. 20 As Nelli
recognized,
mutual-benefit,
humanitarian,
social and
cultural groups replaced the familial and communal ties left
behind in Europe. 21 Immigrant aid committees served a
similar purpose for new arrivals. With needs so broad and
approaches so varied, most ethnic communities saw their
organizations proliferate.
But in the 1860s, the small Danish colony of about one
thousand could not support enough groups to complete all of
the necessary tasks. 22 Instead Dania formed committees and
clubs within itself, assuming all of the duties of voluntary
associations in an ethnic community. Besides the immigrant
aid committees and the Sickness Benefit Society, Dania
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formed a ladies society in 1866, a choral group in 1870, and a
shooting club in 1871. 23 The attachment of these special
interest groups to Dania reflected its central position in the
community, which persisted as the Danish colony grew
substantially. 24 By 1872, Dania had four hundred adult male
members, an impressive total at a time when the Danish
colony numbered only about fifteen hundred men, women,
and children. 25
It was still an honor to be a member of Dania, an
unusually ambitious and varied organization. 26 Two major
attractions were Dania's bar and library, which served as
meeting places for Chicago's Danes. Socially-minded Danes
enjoyed the many banquets, which always began with
speeches in honor of Denmark, the United States, Slesvig,
Dania, and women. There was a yearly masquerade party
and a celebration of Danish Constitution Day. In addition to
the social gatherings, Dania continued to aid immigrants. Its
sickness benefit association functioned strongly until at least
1930. 27 Dania even ran an informal missing persons' bureau,
searching on both sides of the Atlantic. 28 It seems that as
late as 1875, Dania still tried to be all things to all of the
Danes.
In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, substantial
changes in the Chicago Danish colony were bound to
influence the evolution of Dania. The most obvious
developments were the growth and movement of the Danish
community. Between 1870 and 1900, the Danish population
of Chicago grew from twelve hundred to ten thousand.
During the same period, the Loop colony died. Northwest
Side and South Side neighborhoods appeared, spreading
even fart her from the Loop. 29 The growth and expansion of
the Danish colony undermined the conditions which
contributed to the centralization of Danish activities in one
society, Dania. Because of its generality of purpose, Dania
was uniquely suited to the role of corporate body for a tiny,
concentrated
settlement. This same organization
was
anachronistic in the larger, fragmented Danish society of
later years.
The enlarged Danish community demanded specialized
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neighborhood groups to accommodate the disparate parts of
the colony. These organizations appeared at an accelerating
pace after 1875, often growing out of Dania itself. The first
was the Danish Veterans Society, founded in 1876 by Dania
mernbers. 30 Later Dania's sharpshooters
formed an
independent Danish Sharpshooting Club and Dania's chorus
organized Harmonien. 31 Many of these members were lost to
Dania. By 1880, three Danish churches challenged Dania's
dominance of Danish social and cultural activities. 32 Mutual
benefit societies also sprang up, threatening another
traditional sphere of Dania's influence. The Knights of
Pythias, a national brotherhood, formed a mutual benefit
group in Chicago in 1883. With the organization of the
nationwide Danish Brotherhood, two Chicago lodges were
established, in 1884. Four additional lodges appeared before
1900. 33 The 1890s saw the formation of several lodges in the
Danish Sisterhood, a female mutual benefit society. The first
youth group, Danish Youth Society, appeared in 1889. 34
Danish organizations multiplied in a pattern common among
immigrant groups. In contrast to Dania's generalized
character, these groups usually developed a specialized
function and a relatively homogenous membership. Before
1900, the Danish community included societies that were
intended specifically for mutual aid, cultural activities,
patriotic displays and social gatherings. Furthermore,
women and young people created organizations of their
own.
The appearance of specialized societies had various
effects on Dania. The most direct impact was on Dania's
membership, which declined from its high of four hundred in
1872. From 1880 to 1914, its membership fluctuated between
one hundred eighty and two hundred fifty, even though the
total Danish
population
grew dramatically. 35 The
specialized societies indirectly changed Dania's function and
with it, Dania's place in the community. Dania lost its status
as the single corporate body of the Danish colony. As
particularistic groups stripped away members with special
interests, Dania was deprived of its heterogenous, representative character.
When the new groups became
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established, Dania was reduced to being just one club among
many. Even worse, the amorphous, ambiguous Dania
seemed nondescript, beside the purposeful new groups.
The transformation of Dania from the central organization to a marginal club was illustrated by its altered
geographical
relationship
with
the larger
Danish
community. In the days of the Loop settlement, Dania's
home was always well within the primary Danish neighborhood. Dania's earliest meetings were held at precisely the
places where Danes gathered. When the Danes decided to
form a church in 1872, they chose Dania as a natural place to
hold monthly meetings. 36 Dania moved with the Danes in
the 1870s, settling along Milwaukee Avenue. But as the
Danes moved northwest toward Humboldt Park, Dania was
left behind in the Milwaukee Avenue area. Scandia reported
that Dania was virtually deserted by 1890, because the
Danish community had moved so far northwest .37 The club
finally reached Humboldt Park in 1912, just as that settlement began to disperse. Dania remained at the same location
through the 1960s, in a neighborhood then dominated by
Spanish-speaking immigrants.
Dania lost its dominance partly because the Danish
community had become too large and too diffuse for one
group to control. Besides the increasing geographical
dispersion, the Danes found themselves divided by the
interest groups into which they coalesced over time. To
make matters worse, they could not even rally around one
Danish heritage. Some immigrants had come from the
Denmark of 1900, while others identified with the far
different Denmark of 1850. By the turn of the century, many
Danish-Americans
were American-born.
With disunity
evident in geography, interests and heritage, it hardly seems
surprising that a single club could not contain the Danish
colony. But the proliferation of Danish organizations only
underlined
and accentuated
the emerging lack of
community.
When the problem became noticeable, community
leaders attempted to recreate the earlier unity by establishing
an umbrella organization called the Central Committee of
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United Danish Societies. It hoped to rebuild a common
purpose through a citywide celebration of Danish Constitution Day in June, 1896. 38 The initial attempt failed, but the
Danish National Committee - also an umbrella organization for Chicago's Danish groups - succeeded in organizing
the annual celebrations, beginning in 1908. This group
became the center of the Danish colony, just a few weeks
before the settlements disintegrated. 39
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CHAPTERV

Danish Religious Life in Chicago - Trinity Church
When the Danes came to America, the Church of Denmark did not follow on their heels. The Danish Church
believed that most Danish emigrants were dissenters, not
supporters of the established Lutheran church. The Church
viewed Danish immigration as too small to support
churches, even in a city as large as Chicago. The few Danes
in America might join Norwegian congregations, thereby
maintaining ties with a similar form of Lutheranism. 1 The
problem of not having churches to attend was somewhat
unusual among immigrants. Catholic groups were welcomed
by the international Catholic Church, wherever they settled.
Such Protestants as the Swedes, Norwegians and Germans
founded churches, congregations inspired by the homeland's
church. The Danes who wished to do likewise would need
unusual motivation, in the absence of any support from
home.
No Danish churches appeared in America until 1869.
Most Danes in America at that time had arrived in the
previous decade, and their beliefs reflected the current trends
in Danish theology. Especially important was the split
between the followers of Nikolai Grundtvig 2 and the
supporters of the traditional church. Each group was
sufficiently strong for the dispute and disunity to grip
Denmark for a number of years. Danes in general were less
closely tied to their church in the 1860s than were other
nations at the time they produced immigrants. 3 The sources
of that development are beyond the scope of this study, but
they related to changes in Danish society and in the church's
social base.
Any effort to found Danish churches was thus handicapped by the hesitation of the Danish Church and the
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disinterest among immigrants. Yet some immigrants looked
to Denmark and attempted to bring the Danish Church to
America. Eventually they received aid from a private,
Grundtvigian
organization
in Denmark
called "The
Commission for the Propogation of the Gospel Among the
Danish People in America." The group helped the first few
Danish-American
congregations
to organize and call
ministers ordained in Denmark. 4 These new American
churches formed the Grundtvigian
"Church Mission
Society," with power to administer the churches. The
expectation was that the Danish Church would retain full
theological authority. 5
However,
the
Danish-American
church
never
developed in the manner the founders expected. First, few
Danes joined the American congregations. By 1890, only ten
percent of the Danish-Americans were so affiliated, as
compared with more than half of the Norwegians who joined
their church. 6 Second, the Danes quickly split into a Grundtvigian faction and a traditional faction called the "Inner
Mission" group. 7 These two developments insured that the
church would have a smaller influence on the DanishAmerican than it did on other ethnic groups.
It was inevitable that Danish churches in America
would differ from those in the old country, since the
established Danish Church could never become established
in America. Furthermore, the Church Elders in Copenhagen
could not lead the foreign missions with the firmness that
they exercised in Denmark. 8 While ministers ordained in
Denmark continued to serve in America, the Danish
authorities quickly lost their direct control of the American
missions. By 1879, the American congregations had become
autonomous and the Church Mission Society was commissioning preachers. 9 However, no episcopal authority
replaced the Danish hierarchy. According to the Church
Historian Paul Nyholm, Danish-American churches came to
emulate the structure of American churches: their church
governments were open to lay influence and were organized
congregationally. Although religious heritage continued to
affect the immigrants, their churches developed a generally
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American style. 10 This result was unintentional,
but
11
common among Protestant immigrant churches.
The early history of the Chicago Danish community
reflected the substantial obstacles to the formation of a
Danish church. Although Dania appeared in 1862, no one
attempted to found a Danish congregation until 1872. 12
Finally a group of Chicago Danes gathered in March, 1872,
out of religious,
national,
cultural
and linguistic
13
motivations.
Not one Danish minister lived in Chicago, so
the Danes invited Pastor Adam Dan of Racine, Wisconsin,
to assist them in organizing Trinity Evangelical Danish
Lutheran Church. He agreed and commuted to Chicago for
weekly services. After a few months, however, he had to end
his participation. Since no other pastor could be found,
weekly services were suspended. The members of the church
wrote to the Danish Church, hoping to find a permanent
pastor. In October they received word of a candidate from
the Danish Church, who would come to Chicago. Trinity
immediately called this candidate to become pastor. But at
year's end, word came that he had refused to emigrate, and
no other candidate was immediately available. 14 Clearly
there were significant obstacles to Danish religious worship
in Chicago. For many years, no group could even be
gathered to consider forming a church. When Trinity was
founded, no local pastor could be located. The Danish
Church was so indifferent, it only belatedly assisted an
American congregation asking for guidance from the homeland.
In the succeeding years, Trinity evolved in the familiar
manner, beginning as a branch of the Danish Church but
gradually becoming autonomous. From its first days, the
church explicitly existed as a mission of the Church of
Denmark. 15 But the Church was not anxious to aid in the
formation of American congregations. Finally it did send to
Trinity a minister named J. A. Heiberg. He was empowered
to serve in America, provided he report annually to the
Bishop Primate of Denmark. 16 But when Heiberg arrived in
July, 1872, a competing body already had associated itself
with Trinity; the Church Mission Society, that organization
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formed for administrative purposes, had appointed a lay
preacher named Jens Jensen to work with Trinity. Thus the
church was led by a minister from the Danish Church and a
preacher from a competing American organization. 17 By
1879, the Danish Church's role had declined to the point that
the American churches were autonomous. 18 Trinity called a
new pastor in that year, and the Church Mission Society sent
A. S. Nielsen. 19 The church and minister were then
responsible to an American organization with power to
approve pastors. However, Trinity retained its autonomy.
Danish influence remained in two forms: services were conducted by Danish-trained
ministers 1n the Danish
language. 20
Chicago's only Danish church grew rapidly, becoming
the second largest Danish organization. By the close of 1874,
it had one hundred seventy-two members. 21 All Danish
Lutheran activities centered around Trinity, which began to
broaden its interests as Dania had done. Many of Trinity's
motives corresponded to Dania's. But as Philip Taylor
noted, churches had additional reasons for creating
subsidiary organizations. In so doing, the church could
compete with specialized secular groups, defending religion's
primary position in Danish life. 22 Trinity broadened its
appeal in the 1870s by establishing a Bible Hour, a confirmation class and a children's class. In the early 1880s it
added a day school and a children's home. Furthermore,
Trinity aided in the founding of Danish churches in such
nearby communities as Lake Forest, where Danes had settled
and needed spiritual guidance. 23 Trinity responded quickly
to the needs it saw in the Danish community, throughout the
Chicago area.
By the late 1870s, however, the changing patterns of
settlement began to influence Trinity, as they had Dania. A
South Side Danish community appeared and two new
Danish churches were formed. 24 Although it was no longer
the city-wide center for Danish Lutheranism, Trinity still
dominated the Northwest Side colony. Its home at Superior
and Bickerdicke Streets was within the Milwaukee Avenue
colony, but far enough northwest to avoid sudden desertion,
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as the Danes migrated. By the 1880s, however, the movement northwest began to leave Trinity behind.
In the early 1880s, Trinity's growing Humboldt Park
constituency demanded church services in their neighborhood. 25 This request touched off a struggle which would
generate enormous tensions within Trinity. The pastor
responded to the request by conducting twice-monthly
services in the new area, beginning in 1884. Soon the mission
in Humboldt Park added a branch Sunday school. But
Humboldt Park residents were dissatisfied with the church's
modest commitment. 26 The matter was discussed at a church
meeting in 1885, which revealed substantial divisions within
Trinity. Several Humboldt Park members spoke of Trinity's
spiritual and moral obligation to the new area, even
suggesting that the church move to Humboldt Park. 27 Most
congregants opposed such a drastic step, but compromise
was still possible. With church approval and aid, the
Humboldt Park members raised money to rent and maintain
quarters for a financially independent Humboldt Park
branch. The majority of Trinity's members viewed the new
building only as a mission and not as Trinity's future
home. 28 The supporters of the branch, however, became
increasingly dissatisfied with the lack of a full-fledged church
in their community. 29 The pastor reinforced their attitude by
stating that weekly services were necessary. But he proved
unable to devote sufficient time for that task.
With the lease on the branch due to expire in 1890,
matters were forced to a decision. In January, 1890, Trinity
learned that its Humboldt Park members were considering
the establishment of an autonomous congregation. A straw
ballot showed the congregation closely divided over whether
or not the two groups should separate. But they delayed
action until the February meeting. By then a new
congregation had formed; only one person spoke against the
split. Two brief meetings formalized the separation and St.
Ansgar's church was officially established. In all of the
meetings, no one suggested doctrinal grounds for the split.
Rather the geographical mobility of ethnic groups hampered
the formation and maintenance of stable congregations. 30 A
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single church could not possibly contain the growing and
dispersing Danish colony. Just as Dania gave way to various
specialized groups, Trinity had to tolerate other churches. 31
Besides generating regions of gro\A.rth of supporting
organizations
in · Humboldt Park, residential mobility
threatened the existence of such institutions as Trinity,
which remained behind. Trinity, however, was affected less
strongly than Dania, probably because of Trinity's better
location. Situated seven blocks west of Dania's last home in
the old area, Trinity was partially insulated from the
migration. But by the mid-1890s, discussion resumed on the
possibility of moving northwest with the people. 32 During
the following decade, however, no action was taken.
Trinity's membership stagnated after twenty-five years of
growth. 33 In 1906, Trinity finally bowed to population
succession, selling its building to a Ruthenian Catholic
congregation. 34 Trinity erected a new church on Cortez
Street in Humboldt Park, the third Danish church in that
area. 35
In considering the facts discussed in this chapter and in
Chapter IV, one might wonder if Trinity and Dania declined
in later years because they were somehow unresponsive to
Chicago's Danish community.
But two facts merit
consideration. First, Dania and Trinity could neither expect
nor control the geographical changes in the Danish colony,
which resulted in a community that no group could
encompass. Second, these and other organizations were
limited by their membership. If by 1885, most of Trinity's
congregants had lived in Humboldt Park, then the congregation would have moved at that time, as it did in 1905. Then it
would have benefited, not suffered, from the migration to
Humboldt
Park.
Since Trinity's
n1embership
was
concentrated in the old Milwaukee Avenue area in 1885, it
actually could not move, regardless of the realities of settlement patterns. Trinity, Dania and the other Danish societies
seemed to be victimized by the forces of population
succession. When the Danish colony and their members
moved, the groups could follow. But when the settlements
dispersed, these organizations literally had no place to go.
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They therefore remained at their Humboldt Park locations.
It appears that the decline of the Danish organizations could
have been forestalled only by the maintenance of a
geographical and cultural community of Danes. Danish
groups could focus ethnic culture, but they could not
preserve the community and its spirit. It is this sense of
community and not the particular organizations which
ultimately failed.
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7 Marzolf, op. cit ., 107-109 . Scandia , Jan. 10, 1920 . Danske almanak
1914, op. cit. The last two were cited in W.P.A., op. cit. , reels 9-11.
Exactly when the split was institutionalized is unclear. But Scandia
and Danske almanak 1914 reported that as early as the 1880s an Inner
Mission church existed in Chicago . It was called Golgotha Church .
8 Trinity, op. cit., 27-30.
9 Paul Nyholm, The Americanization of the Danish Lutheran Church
in America (Copenhagen: Institute for Danish Church History,
1963), 99. Trinity, op. cit., 30.
10 Nyholm, op . cit. , 99.
11 Trinity, op. cit., 27-30.
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12 A handful of Danish Baptists began to organize a church in 1866; but
they quickly joined with a Norwegian group to found Pilgrim Church,

a Scandinavian Baptist congregation. C. Nielsen, op. cit., 25.
Chicago Evening Post, Feb. 13, 1930. Cited in W.P.A., op. cit., reels
9-11.
13 Nielsen, op. cit., 26. Trinity, op. cit., 23-24.
14 Trinity, op. cit., 24-26.
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20 Ibid., 6, 23, 30. Nyholm, op. cit., 99.
21 Trinitatis menighed (Chicago: Egebergh Co., 1897), 21.
23 Taylor, op. cit., 225.
23 Trinity, op. cit., 27, 38, 46. School Census of 1884, op. cit., 18, 26,
27. World's Fair Yearbook 1933, op. cit., 69
24 C. Nielsen, op. cit., 22-25. Lakeside Directory of 1880, op. cit.
25 Trinity, op. cit., 32.
26 Ibid., 34.
27 Ibid., 32.
28 Ibid., 32-33.
29 Ibid., 33.
30 Nelli, op. cit., 191.
31 In this paragraph, the facts and the interpretation of motives were
taken from Trinity, op. cit., 31-35. In other materials on the Chicago
Danes and Danish churches, I found no mention of doctrinal differences between Trinity and St. Ansgar's.
32 Trinity, op. cit., 38.
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34 Revyen, Jan. 13, 1906. Cited in the Bessie Louise Pierce Papers, the
University of Chicago.
35 Lakeside Directory of 1899, op. cit., Trinity, op. cit., 38-39.
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CONCLUSION

Chicago and the Evolution of
the Danish Community
As contemporaries and historians noted, the development of the ethnic American depended upon a unique blend
of two cultures. This study has illustrated that fact, beginning with the sources of immigration. We found that immigration resulted from a complex interplay of European and
American factors, which influenced not only the immigrant
and his community, but the old culture as well. For example,
the existence of plentiful American farmland led to an immigration to American farms. As American produce then rose
in volume, more was exported to Europe, contributing to an
agricultural crisis in Denmark. That in turn generated a new
supply of Danish immigrants, many of whom became
American farmers. The introduction also suggested the
importance of impressions about a country or a people.
Danish impressions about America contributed to the
increasing flow of immigrants and their concentration in the
Midwest. Native impressions about Danes were equally
important and in one sense, self-fulfilling. Because Americans assumed that Danes were americanized, they never
isolated the Danish immigrants. The greater contact with
Americans insured that the Danes americanized rapidly, just
as everyone said. This brief sketch hardly begins to explain
the whys and hows of Danish-American life. But it suggests
where answers might lie. As long as there are DanishAmericans, they must be viewed as products of both
Denmark and America, of Danish perceptions about
America and American impressions of Denmark. Such
external factors as technological change and urban growth
also contributed to the evolution of the Danish-American.
In assessing the forces producing an immigrant
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community, one must move cautiously through the interrelated factors. But the process undoubtedly began in Denmark. Before the first immigrants thought about America,
they became so dissatisfied, that they believed life had to be
better in an unknown place than at home. Trends in
Denmark largely determined the demographic patterns of
immigration - the age, sex, occupation, and geographical
background of the typical immigrant. When the first wave of
immigrants reached America, elements in America greatly
affected their choice of settlement, occupation, and lifestyle.
The immigrants in turn influenced the Europe they had left,
chiefly by means of the "immigrant letters," prepaid tickets
to America, and contributions
to American economic
growth, while Europe seemed to stagnate. 1
In a study of the arrival and development of an
immigrant group, a major theme is the attempt by the
immigrants to accommodate themselves to American life.
The greater the correspondence between the homeland and
America, the easier the transition to a new way of life. Danes
immigrated with specific expectations about America and
particular skills learned at home. In large measure, they
found what they expected in the United States: a nation with
relatively high wages, plentiful land, and available opportunities. Luckily the Midwest allowed them to utilize the
occupational assets which they brought. The large number
who had worked in agriculture could become Midwestern
farmers. The skilled and unskilled workers found jobs in the
cities. Other nationalities were not as lucky as the Danes.
Italians and Irish peasants who came to American cities
brought few marketable skills. They therefore accepted
unfamiliar, unskilled labor because they had no choice.
Many Danes wanted to change occupations and did so as
soon as they could. But few Danes were compelled to
tolerate unfamiliar occupations because the new environment rendered old skills useless. Thus a major source of
insecurity among many ethnic groups had little impact on
the Danes. Compared to other immigrants, relatively few
Danes experienced economic dislocations upon arrival. 2
The Danish adaptation to American culture was as
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smooth as the economic adjustment. One reason was that
the Danish political tradition was similar to the American.
The Danes had gradually developed a parliamentary system
characterized by a written constitution, political parties, and
toleration. Thus they were familiar with many of the
important features of American political life. Furthermore,
the Protestant Danes immigrated to a largely Protestant
nation. If American Lutheran churches seemed too alien,
then Norwegian-American
congregations recreated the
familiar religious environment. 3 Even English posed few
problems for the Danish immigrant. 4 The cultural shock so
noticeable with some ethnic groups was largely absent in the
Danish case.
Native Americans and immigrant Danes both believed
that the two groups were particularly compatible. As discussed earlier, Chicago newspapers and American nativists
contrasted the Danes to other groups, finding that the Danes
reinforced American virtues. Whereas Italians believed that
they recreated the homeland in America, the Danes
recognized that they were especially quick to adopt American ways. 5 The similarities between the Dane and the native
in occupations, culture, and impressions of each other
allowed the Dane to fit into American society with
extraordinary ease. 6
This was particularly true for the Danes in Chicago. The
booming city provided broad employment opportunities,
especially in a few fields for which the Danes had an affinity
- construction, dairy products, wood products and food
processing, for instance. The newness, fluidity and wealth of
life in Chicago generated an urban consensus generally
favorable to immigrants who were strong, skilled and
concerned about financial gain. The city particularly welcomed the Danes, who seemed less conspicuous and more
americanized than other immigrants to Chicago.
In fact, Chicagoans believed that the city and the Danes
benefited each other more strongly than was the case with
most other nationalities. 7 Historians have frequently
recognized that immigrants brought to the city necessary
workers and valuable skills. 8 Although the Danes of Chicago
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were too small a group to dramatically alter the urban
economy, they were viewed as important contributors to
Chicago's character and prosperity. 9 As we have seen, the
Danes supplied expertise in several crucial fields. On the
other hand, Chicago exerted enormous influence on the
small Danish element, especially on Danish-American
institutions. The Danish mutual benefit society, for example,
was an American phenomenon unknown in Europe. 10 A
Danish-American mutual benefit group was undeniably
similar to an Italian-American group; in both cases, the
institution sprang primarily from American sources. 11 The
impact of American life led Danish-American churches to
adopt an American structure, just a few years after their
generation. 12 Clearly the Danes contributed to the development of Chicago, as did other immigrants. Simultaneously
the small Danish community was strongly shaped by the city
itself.
In spite of the city's domination, some old world
heritage survived in ethnic organizations. Danish churches,
for instance, retained for many years the Danish language
and Danish hymns. Other groups often owed their origin to
some event or tradition in Denmark - the many Danish
cultural organizations were good examples. Finally the form
of ethnic organizations could be influenced by old world
tradition. For that reason, Chicago's Danish groups were
generally based on national heritage, whereas Cleveland's
Italian societies were organized according to local or regional
groups. 13 Some differences survived among the ethnic
organizations of different nationalities.
Since the Danes seemed less isolated than other groups
by geography and culture, I expected to discover in the
Danes a relatively low level of residential concentration and
a rapid transition to American cultural habits. Before 1870,
the Danish community seemed highly concentrated, mostly
owing to Chicago's small size and the Danish community's
few members. Once the Danes grew numerically, they
spread out rapidly to the northwest and the south. At no
time did they constitute a majority in a single ward. In 1898,
a time when the Danes were relatively numerous in Chicago,
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they formed a plurality in only two precincts, out of roughly
one thousand in the city . 14 Even the strongest Danish neighborhoods had largely disappeared by 1920.
Danish organizations,
never particularly powerful,
suffered before the movement of Danish neighborhoods.
Ethnic churches, so important among many nationalities,
never maintained a similar hold on the Danish community,
partly because of a lack of religious commitment among the
Danes, and also because of a disinterest in maintaining
Danish culture through Danish churches. For whatever
reason, Danes worshipping
in Danish churches were
proportionately
few in number.
With migration
to
secondary settlements followed by dispersal, even fewer
Danes supported
Danish churches. Ethnic Lutherans
generally joined native Lutheran churches in the new neighborhood, and the Danes were no exception. 15 Not one
Danish church appeared in new parts of Chicago or in the
suburbs. Secular organizations generally followed the Danes
as they migrated to secondary settlements. Those organizations which hesitated usually found that they eventually
needed to migrate, in order to survive. Later, as the
community dispersed, the societies faced an insoluable
problem: where would the central organizations go, when
the community itself ceased to exist? Ultimately they could
go nowhere, so they died slow deaths in the old neighborhoods. These groups disappeared because their reason for
existence - the Danish community - itself disappeared.
The Danish neighborhoods
died partly because
americanization had advanced sufficiently to destroy the
sense of community. Simultaneously, population succession
chipped away at the geographical basis of the settlement.
The Danes seemed helpless before population succession,
which first drove them from the Loop and then sent larger
groups of immigrants along their path of migration. The
Danish retreat partly resulted from prejudices and fears
regarding other immigrant groups. But Cressy' s study
attributed to succession such relentlessness, it is difficult to
imagine that a tiny enclave of Danes could withstand it. The
Danish colony had already lost much of its sense of unity
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and community,
because of growth, expansion and
americanization. Population succession dealt the final blow.
The growing and changing city, which had supported the
Danish neighborhoods, finally destroyed them.
In so · doing, Chicago and other American cities lost
something unique. They lost some of the diversity,
enthusiasm and unbounded optimism which the immigrants
brought. Along with the immigrants' indomitable spirit,
Chicagoans sacrificed a bit of their faith in the ability of an
individual to survive and succeed in a huge metropolis.
While they survived, ethnic neighborhoods
were
workable, understandable regions in an overwhelming,
incomprehensible city. These settlements disappeared at a
time when Americans increasingly complained about the
alienation and fragmentation of urban life. Possibly the
urbanite reacted to the loss of neighborhoods
which
mediated between the individual and the overgrown city. In
earlier days the immigrant had always found a home in the
ethnic community. When his world vanished, we, the urban
natives, became the aliens.

FOOTNOTES
1 For evidence supporting the theory that the American economy was
overtaking Europe, see Chapter I, especially the discussions of American grain entering Europe, wages in Denmark and America , and
prices in Denmark and America .
2 Handlin and Nelli stressed the difficulties in economic adjustment
among the Irish and the Italians , respectively. Handlin , op. cit. ,
chapter 3. Nelli , op. cit. , 20, 55-87.
3 This view was held by the Danish Church itself. Trinity, op . cit.,
26-29.
4 See my introduction .

5 Nelli, op. cit ., 10-11. Bille, op. cit ., 8 . Fonkalsrud, op. cit. , 39 . Nelson, op . cit. , 49, 66 . Riism0ller, op . cit., 92-93 , 103. Flom, op. cit .,
91. Skaardal , op. cit ., 87, 113, 145. Marzolf , op. cit. , 1, 18,213.

6 In my discussion of occupations , I showed that the Danes were
spread as widely as the native population, with few major areas of
concentration .
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7 Chicago Record-Herald , July 24, 1901. Chicago Tribune , June 6,
1886. Both cited in Bessie Louise Pierce Papers, University of Chicago.
8 Handlin , op. cit ., 74-75.
9 Chicago Record-Herald , July 24, 1901. Chicago Tribune , June 6,
1886. Both cited in Bessie Louise Pierce Papers, University of Chicago.
10 Handlin , op. cit ., 176. Nelli, op . cit ., 156-7, 170-76 .
11 Ibid ., 156-7, 170-76. Handlin , op . cit. , 160, 176.
12 Nyholm, op. cit., 99.
13 Barton , op. cit. , 60-62. See my previous chapter , as well.
14 School Census of 1898, op. cit. This census was the only one tabulated by precincts.
15 Hansen , op. cit., 146-147.
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